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Fiona marries Didier

ON Saturday 4th July 1992, Fiona Elliot married French table tennis player Didier Monnessin, at St. Bartholomew’s Church, Penn, Wolverhampton.

Best man was World No.1 and English Open Champion Jean-Philippe Gatien.

Amongst the 102 guests that attended the church service and reception at the Park House Hotel, were 56 French guests, plus Lisa Lomas, Andrea Holt, Alison Gordon and many French players.

At the evening reception another 100 guests arrived, which included Desmond Douglas and Jenny Newton, plus local table tennis players.

guests beat lorry jams

FRENCH lorry drivers nearly ruined the wedding celebrations, by holding up the travel plans of the above mentioned 56 French guests.

Blockades by the French truckers threatened to ruin the day by trapping a coach load of guests, including the best man Jean Philippe Gatien.

But they managed to get on a flight from Paris to East Midlands Airport and arrived in Wolverhampton, with just hours before the service.

Fiona and Didier, who met four years ago at a tournament, will live in Paris.

Gerald changes sport

GERALD GURNEY whose fascinating articles were featured in this magazine last season, is now taking on a different sport.

The Essex publisher is now preparing the official history of the Badminton Association of England for publication in their centenary year in 1993.

Diccon returns

DICCON GRAY has returned from his brief visit to Wales, to continue in the post of ETTA National Development Officer.

Ray’s new post

MIRFIELD’S Ray Buch is out to boost table tennis.

The Huddersfield League’s Development Officer is now to spread his net even wider as he takes up the position of Yorkshire and Humberside Development Officer.

The 61-year-old has been involved with the sport almost all his life in some form or other. He started playing when he was 13 in his home town of Newark in Nottinghamshire and continued when he moved to Mirfield in 1970.

He joined the Dewsbury League and later became chairman and secretary, before moving to the Huddersfield League some four years ago.

Claire’s Region

CLAIRE HUNTER is the new South East Regional Table Tennis Development Officer.

As some of you are probably aware Claire has ardently played table tennis from a young age and is currently ranked nationally.

She is also an ETTA Coach and has taken on numerous voluntary positions in the past.

Apart from being a table tennis addict, she has a genuine concern and interest in the growth of the game at all levels.

Moving up

XINHUA CHEN moves up from 15th to 13th in the ITTF Men’s World Ranking, whilst Carl Frenn is also on the rise moving from 22nd to 20th position. Alan Cooke goes from 42nd to 41st, Matthew Syed has jumped from 71st to 63rd position, but Skylet Andrews has dropped from 73rd to 76th.

Lisa Lomas has also climbed upwards, moving from 37th to 36th. But the other four girls in our top five had moved downwards. Alison Gordon has been 67th, Andrea Holt 75, Fiona Elliott at 88 and Nicola Deaton at 162.

(ITTF World Ranking list as at 2nd July 1992).

Euro ‘94 update

THE 1994 EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS

For those of you who may not have heard England are to stage the next European Championships at the National Indoor Arena in Birmingham during the last week in March and first week in April 1994.

This might seem a long way ahead but the decision to give England the honour of staging the Championships was only made in Stuttgart (venue of the 1992 Championships) last April, giving a maximum period of 23 months to plan, organise and stage what will be the single biggest table tennis event to come to England since the 1977 World.

There is much to do, for events of this magnitude don’t just happen.

This article will be the first of many that will appear regularly within the pages of this magazine during this countdown period.

We begin with a look at the Management Structure of the Championships which is perhaps best set out in table form.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

A E Ramsome - ETFA Chairman
L A Chatwin - ETFA Deputy Chairman
Miss S M Shaw - ETFA Chief Executive Officer
C R Oakman - ETFA Events Manager
M D Watts - ETFA V C Marketing

CHAMPIONSHIP DIRECTOR

C R Oakman

TECHNICAL CONSULTANT

G J Clecam

DEPARTMENTAL DIRECTORS

M J Williams - Accountancy
S Clegg - Administration
M J W Lewis - Development
M R Holt - ETFA
J D Shaw - Marketing
S Sherlock - Referee
H J Webb - Venue
L A Chatwin - V I P’s
M D Watts - Hospitality

SYD FRYER VIDEOS

Suffering with withdrawal symptoms due to lack of top table tennis? Give yourself a ‘fix’ by watching the 1980-90 top events on tape.

VHS video copying service (TT copy)

Syd Fryer Video
8 Cleveland Road, Hale, Altrincham, Cheshire.
Tel: 061 980 8110
Breakthrough on sponsorship

AFTER a short summer's break, I am pleased to welcome members back to TABLE TENNIS NEWS! With so many activities going on at the local, national and international levels, I am sure that 1992/93 will be a positive and exciting season.

The Association is pleased to report a breakthrough on the sponsorship front. FRIENDLY HOTELS, the national chain of quality hotels have agreed to sponsor the British League for a period of three years to the extent of £25,000 per annum. In addition, FRIENDLY have offered the Association very attractive hotel rates for the National Council and Management Committee meetings, providing a further saving for the Association in running costs.

One of the main objectives of the sponsorship is to give the British League wider publicity and all club secretaries and press officers are being asked for their support in this respect. The sponsorship has been a success for the E.T.T.A.'s Chief Executive, Elaine Shaw, who has been working hard for the last twelve months since her appointment to obtain sponsorship for the Association.

It was great to see that our players representing the British Olympic Association formed one of the largest teams of qualifiers in the recent Olympic Games in Barcelona. Although no medals were won, our players did well, Carl Prean reaching the last 16 of the Men's Singles and the rest of the team Matthew Syed, Alan Cooke, Lisa Lomas, Alison Gordon and Andrea Holt all performing creditably. It was also pleasing to see that the B.B.C. and Euro Sport gave some good coverage of the Table Tennis competitions at the Olympics and this is the sort of publicity that we need to give the sport a higher profile.

On the other hand, despite a large increase in the training and competition opportunities for our juniors last season, the results of our junior players in the main at the European Youth Championships in Topalcany, Czechoslovakia, in July were not good and provide a special cause for concern. The standard of the competition in Europe at junior level is far higher than ever before and basically we have slipped behind. To continue with our current programmes will not be sufficient to regain our high place of previous years and new comprehensive initiatives are going to be needed. I know that Paul Day and Donald Parker are of the same opinion.

This season for the first time both our Men's and Women's national teams feature in their respective Super Divisions of the European League. The first home fixture is the women's match against Germany to be played in Scarborough with sponsorship from Scarborough Borough Council on 6th October. A week later on October 13th, the men play their home return match in the Super Division against the strong Belgium side in Newton Aycliffe, Co. Durham, supported by Sedgfield District Council.

The Foundation for Sports and the Arts is becoming very effective and I was gratified to see that there were 17 grants awarded for table tennis announced in the July list. Included was £50,000 for the English Schools Table Tennis Association to host the World Schools Championship in Birmingham in April 1993, and a grant of £11,000 to the St. Neots Table Tennis Club for upgrading their facilities.

The Association, through its Development Department, have been able to offer assistance and endorsement to schemes submitted by our members. Many applications for table tennis are in the Foundation pipeline and with the National Lottery due to start in April 1994, the opportunity for the Association to assist its members to obtain funding for facilities and development programme has never been better.

Another new initiative is the Sports Match £ for £ Sports Council scheme for which the Government has set £3,000,000 aside for schemes in this financial year. Full details of the scheme are to be issued in September. However, the information received to date indicates that this programme will be aimed at matching on an equal basis new sponsorship from business for grass roots projects. The minimum scheme is £1,000 (matched totally £2,000) and the maximum £75,000. The professional aspects of sport are not eligible under this programme. The E.T.T.A. Development Officer, Diccon Gray, will have full information regarding this programme shortly.

The Development Department are moving ahead strongly with the Focus Sport programme. By the middle of September six Development Officers will be in place. Sandra Roden of Dudley is the latest appointment for the West Midlands.

The Regional Coaches programme has commenced during the summer with coaches being appointed for all ten Regions. Courses for coaches will commence in the early part of the new season.

Progress is being made with the organisation of the European Championships in 1994. An agreement has been reached with Grand Slam, the company managed by Derek Brandon, the TV producer who handles the Channel 4 table tennis, to sell the broadcasts from the European Championships both in this country and abroad. A second part to the agreement gives Grand Slam, in conjunction with sponsorship consultant, Helen Day, (ex A.P.A.) a six-month exclusive opportunity to obtain sponsorship for the European Championships.

The Organising Committee has been formed and Clive Oakman has been appointed the Championships Director with assistance from 11 departmental directors. The main thrust of the work in the next few months will be the obtaining of sponsors and officials suppliers, with the real publicity drive for the Championships commencing in the Spring.

The Ranking Committee met in May to review the new scheme supplied by the Canadian Table Tennis Association and felt that the ranking lists produced during the season had been accurate both in terms of the ranking itself and...
the results which had been fed into the computer by Ranking Administrator, Doreen Nightingale. As a result of comments made to committee members and helpful letters received, the Committee recognised that there were some adverse side effects that required consideration. Whilst ensuring that the scheme did not revert to a points purchasing system as was possible for highly mobile players under the previous system, the Committee did amend the system for the coming season to reduce the significance of losses particularly where a player of lesser standard loses to another ranked much higher. Again, we are grateful to the Canadian Table Tennis Association for their considerable co-operation with this ranking scheme. Full details will be available shortly from Stuart Sherlock, the Ranking Committee Chairman, whose article will be published in the first ranking booklet of the season.

Last season the Association celebrated 100 YEARS OF TABLE TENNIS. These celebrations were concluded with a special Dinner and entertainment following the Annual General Meeting in July when the President, Johnny Leach, gave a very interesting after dinner talk about his experiences in the second half of the first century. Special thanks are extended to Doreen Stannard who coordinated the 100 Years programme and to Gerald Gurney who provided invaluable information on the early years, and to everyone who entered into the spirit of the 100 Years celebration and became involved.

We are now entering the second century for table tennis in England at a time when the sport has a great opportunity through Focus Sport and other initiatives to start to grow again. For this to be fully effective everyone has a part to play. The leadership will come from the Association, but the initiatives taken by our members in their own leagues and clubs will be the decisive factor in measuring the success.

Wishing you all a most enjoyable 1992/93 season!
Jan-Ove Waldner

Jan-Ove Waldner stretched to five games to get past Wang Tao (China) who at the end of the fifth game was leading but failed to win the final batch of points.

In contrast, Jean-Philippe Gatien, master of five-game battles had to fight all the way to whip out Yoo Nam Kyu (South Korea) at 19 in the fifth. Kang Yi at 5 in the fifth and then 13 in the fifth against Ma Wengie, the Chinese No. 1.
So, the two mens' singles finals reached the last day, with very different records. Waldner, serene, confident and never seriously challenged, whilst Gatien had been in general scraping along in marathon battles.

One of the major factors in Waldner's brilliant victory was his lethal backhand services, they were absolutely deadly, more than usual.

One of the major factors in Waldner's brilliant victory was his lethal backhand services, they were absolutely deadly, more than usual.

China lift Mens' Doubles

GOLD MEDALS for China and silver for Germany in the mens' doubles final, proves that China is determined to prevent it can, any further domination of the world table tennis scene by Europe over Asia.

Lu Lin and Wang Tao lifted themselves to defeat in 67 minutes, the former world champions Jorg Rosskopf and Stefan Fetzner 26-24, 18-21, 21-18, 21-14, a battle of the highest quality although the German pair did not reach the heights of performance seen in the prior.

The first game result proved decisive. The Germans held and failed to clinch five game points, leading from 20-15 to 20-19. The Chinese held the game points for the rest of the game.

Rosskopf and Fetzner did well to take the second and fourth games but never looked likely to win the fifth.

At the press conference Rosskopf said he was very disappointed to win only silver for the mens' doubles having won the world title in Dortmund.

Hans-Wilhelm Gab, president of the European Table Tennis Union told journalists "Rosskopf was not playing at top form. He can often dominate matches with his lethal backhand and forehand strokes. When they lost the five game points in the first game, it seemed likely the would eventually lose, although they played well to win the two games."

DENG YAPING, the Chinese world champion completed a hat-trick of gold medals for China when she landed another victory in the womens' singles final.

But in the final loser Qiao Hong was still suffering from an ankle injury sustained when she tripped over a mat when entering the arena two days earlier, so her mobility was clearly impaired.

Deng and Qiao captured the womens' doubles title earlier and China scored again in the mens' doubles final when Lu Lin and Wang Tao defeated in the final Jorg Rosskopf and Stefan Fetzner, 26-24, 18-21, 21-18, 21-14.

Last look at the womens' singles - Emilia Ciosau, 21, from Romania was the only European to reach the quarters-finals of the womens singles. Miss Ciosau it seems could be a star of the future although at the moment she is only ranked No. 15 in Europe. Miss Ciosau was beaten in the quarters by Hyung Jung the world No.3 from Korea.

Chinese Women still have a stranglehold

DENG YAPING and Qiao Hong were the standouts of the womens' singles final. Deng, only five feet tall was once a penholder but because she is so small her father persuaded her that the Western grip would be more suitable.
CARL PREAN was the sixteenth seed giving him a group containing World No. 33 - Gyong Sop Choi of Korea. But the British No.1 had to fight some of the way to overcome Roberto Casares of Spain. In the final game however, Prean romped home to win 10.

In his last visit to the table in the singles Carl defeated Baboor of Indonesia, a country that performed well above the standard expected. With two wins under his belt, the new No.2 for Steinhagen in the Bundesliga, stormed past the Korean 16, 12 to reach the last sixteen, an achievement that should ensure he (at least) retains his places on the world and European ranking lists.

Some of the thousands of spectators were not aware how well Waldner was playing as the group play did extend him. But facing Prean with the winner bound for the quarters, the Swede said to be a millionaire, commenced an onslaught that ended with his winning the gold medal. Despite the fact that Prean was playing perhaps to the best of his ability, Waldner, blazed through 15, 14, 15, so ending the British team's campaign in Barcelona.

After the defeat of the British No.1 both Don Parker and Alan Cooke said they had seen Waldner play well on many occasions but this was one of his best ever displays.

Some of the thousands of spectators were not aware how well Waldner was playing as the group play did extend him. But facing Prean with the winner bound for the quarters, the Swede said to be a millionaire, commenced an onslaught that ended with his winning the gold medal. Despite the fact that Prean was playing perhaps to the best of his ability, Waldner, blazed through 15, 14, 15, so ending the British team's campaign in Barcelona.

Matthew Syed

Matthew Syed was of course unseeded and he was drawn in Jorgen Persson's group. However, the Oxford student enjoyed his stay in Barcelona, easily beating the Egyptian Ashraf Abdelhamid but more importantly defending brilliantly to knock out of contention the French squad player Nicholas Chatelain 21 and 19.

On his next visit to the arena however, Syed earned cheers from thousands of fans with his spectacular retrieving but was taken out 15, 22 by Jorgen Persson, whose world champion crown looked a little tarnished.

Persson later suffered an embarrassing loss in the eighth final losing 14, 18, 8 to Ma Wenge the China No.1

Below her best

LISA LOMAS, the British No.1 did not reach her best level of performance. She suffered a major reverse when she lost 12, 14, 15 to Rosay Dipoyanti of Indonesia, who is ranked 91 places below the Stuttgart silver medallist.

The Indonesian girl, produced a useful top-spin attack and seemed to have had plenty of practice against backspin. But after the loss British women's coach Jill Parker said she thought Lisa had played well below her best.

Lisa defeated the Ecuadorian Maria Cabrera, but her last match was a further disappointment as she went down 14, 9 to Csilla Batorfi who is at present ranked No.12 in the world and No.2 in Europe.

Cycling

ALISON GORDON recovered from a cycling accident in time to play in Barcelona and found herself with only two opponents in the singles. At the start, a strange decision was made not to fill vacancies if it meant calling on reserves from other continents.

However, Alison rose to the occasion as she did in Bolzano with heartening victory over Galina Melnik the former Russian No.2 by 15, 17. Later, however, Alison went down to the group seed Li Sun Hui.

Doubles

ALAN COOKE and ANDREA HOLT, the British doubles only players in the Games, spent a lot of time practising and watching their squad-mates. Cooke and Prean had two relatively easy wins over Nigerian and Cuban pairs but were prevented from winning the group by the seventh seeds Ma Wenge and Yu Shentong, former winner of the English Open.

Lisa Lomas and Andrea Holt were unlucky enough to be in a group with only two other pairs, but they had a sparkling success 15, 19 over Galina Melnik and Valentina Popova, but the British pair made their way out to the seeded Hong Cha Ok and Hyan Jung Hwa of South Korea.
Table Tennis is quite safe

IN an exclusive interview with Ichiro Ogimura John Woodford picked out some points of interest.

The president was delighted with almost every aspect of the presentation and success of the table tennis tournament at the 25th Olympiad. He was extremely pleased to receive the total number of spectators - nearly 50,000 For Spain where table tennis although gaining ground is not as popular as in many other countries.

He said: "When we came to Barcelona I could not see how we could improve on the 40,000 fans in Seoul where table tennis is a front-rank sport." Questioned on the Olympic Games and the table tennis aspect he said: "It is our firm intention to press for a team event. Other sports are doing the same. We have the space in a nine-day programme, but I doubt if it will happen in Atlanta, more likely in the year 2000 or even 2004.

This time we have made more than a dozen improvements in presentation scheduling and other technical points.

Here we have the increased number of 106 players. We have the space in a nine-day programme to include the team events." He added: "In Atlanta it is expected that several sports will be taken out of the Games, but table tennis is quite safe.

When King Juan Carlos visited us last night he was so impressed with the huge crowds and the highly-charged atmosphere that he stayed on for a longer time, despite being overdue at the water pool where the Queen and his family were waiting for him and Spain were winning medals."
THE English Table Tennis Association is delighted to welcome a new sponsor to table tennis. With immediate effect the British League will be known as the Friendly Hotels British League, as Friendly Hotels plc embark on a three year sponsorship of this event. A most appropriate sponsorship as Friendly Hotels are situated in locations throughout the country, and cater for the sports enthusiast by providing leisure facilities at all of their properties and television with satellite channels in many of their rooms.

Founded in 1986, the group has 22 premier 3 star hotels with two additional properties currently under construction in Loughborough and Cardiff. Their policy is to grow but in a controlled way - their sponsorship of table tennis will assist in their awareness campaign.

All hotels meet the high criteria stipulated by Friendly and all rooms have en-suite facilities, colour television, radio, in room movies and/or satellite channels, telephone and a Friendly hospitality tray. Premier plus rooms, which are equipped to an even higher standard, are available at most hotels and benefit from additional facilities such as a trouser press, mini-bar, hairdryer and personal toiletries.

All Friendly hotels provide free parking and leisure facilities free of charge to residents. In some cases the leisure facilities include swimming pool, sauna, solarium, spa bath and fully equipped gym.

Since discovering Friendly Hotels, the ETTA has been so satisfied with the quality and price offered by the group, that we have moved all our accommodation business to their hotels. We therefore look forward to working closely with Friendly Hotels during the next three years.
NFD Grove top Peniel

NFD GROVE of Market Drayton walked away with the British League Premier Division last season, defeating Team Peniel of Brentwood 16-6 in the two legged championship play-off. Having established a 8-1 lead in the first leg it was highly unlikely that there would be a major upset in the second match. In the event Grove were extended by the Peniel side, but ran out 8-5 victors with Desmond Douglas completing the season unbeaten with three more victories to his name. The surprise in the match was the Michael O'Driscoll was unable to win a single set, losing out to Steve Dorking, John Holland and Matthew Syed.

The only other matter which was not concluded by the time the mag went to press for the last issue was the outcome of division 3 East. Britannia Ipswich and Levisham had finished level on points at the top of the division and on a count back it was impossible to separate the teams who shared the title, being level on points, set difference, and games difference.

Looking ahead to the new season NFD Grove look set to dominate the Premier Division again, which, this season, has been extended and seven teams will compete instead of six as last term. Blencathra, who would have made the numbers up to eight, have had to withdraw at the last minute due to their top players being tied to play in the Belgian League who will not allow players to play in their league and also in any other league.

NFD Groves' rankings are, once again, headed by Desmond Douglas with Chris Oldfield at number two. Nicky Mason at three, and newcomer John Brice at four. Michael O'Driscoll drops to five with two more new faces Euan Walker at six and Steve Ward at seven. Team Peniel rely on the same squad that finished as runners up last time round. The only other surviving clubs from last season in the Premier Division are Bathwick Tyres Club who are also struggling to replace Paul Giles who has moved to DML White Hart Leamington, and Confederation Life St. Neots who will turn out the same team once again.

Yugo Cars of Peterborough have disappeared from the scene following the loss of their sponsorship and three new clubs come into the top flight. Vymura International of Hyde, DML White Hart Leamington, and Sedgfield District (formerly Stephens NYSD). The latter have signed four new players to strengthen their squad having attained Premier Division status. Ian Stokes, a rare departure from NFD Grove, lines up at number one with former European Champion John Hilton coming in at two. Mike Stead retains his place in the team and other newcomers are Eddie Smith, the Northumberland number one and Keith Rudge the former Scottish International.

There are changes in the first division North with Chan Construction of Birmingham, Tiber Humberside, City of Milton Keynes and Cheltenham Saracens all coming into the division to replace Vymura (promoted to the Premier), Norwich Foxwood (relegated to the second division), Liverpool (disbanded), and Britannia Ipswich who pulled out of the first division last season.

In the first division South, Leamco's place is taken by Ediston Table Tennis Club of Haringay. Victoria Park Mazda of Cardiff have disappeared from the scene, but BSJ Brentwood complete the division.

Levis Westfield, Vale Royal Warrington, Vymura International II and Sedgfield District II are all promoted from the third division to the second division North, whilst Chan Construction II, OLOP Table Tennis Club (Reading), Leckie Table Tennis Club (Walsall) and VRS Fareham all go into the second division South West. Its all change in division 2 South East with five new teams taking part. Norwich Foxwood come down from the First Division. Kleenwort Benson Gillingham switch from the Second Division South West and promote are Britannia Ipswich, JAGS (Dulwich) and Linda Farrow (Central London).

The third divisions have been revamped in an attempt to cut down on the travelling that was excessive for some teams last season.

Ten new teams line up in the Third Division this year. AALCO Leeds, Derwent Table Tennis Club (Selby) and Sedgfield District III all take their places in the Third Division North whilst Brent Juniors South and City of Milton Keynes II come into the Third Division East. Tamworth Boys Club and OLOP II take their places in the Third Division South whilst three new teams come into the Third Division South. They are Alderfield Neighbourhood Association (Hemel Hempstead), WSITTB Lennux House Group (Chester), and Linda Farrow II.
More teams - More juniors

REMARKABLY the number of teams playing in the County Championships continues to increase. For the 1992/3 season 196 teams have entered compared with the 187 teams which played last season. The most pleasing factor is that four extra Junior teams will compete next season - bringing the number to 60. There is no team from Durham next season but there are five new teams - Bucks 2, Hunts, Glamorgan 2, Sussex 3 and Kent 2.

The Senior section loses Northants 2 and Cambs 2 but there are three extra teams - Cheshire 2 (who withdrew last season), Devon 3 and Kent 2 - giving a total of 63 teams. The Veteran section continues to increase and 73 teams will compete next season. Devon have entered a team and other new teams are Bucks 2, Bedfords 3 and Hunts 3. The Championships will again embrace 26 Divisions.

At the Annual Conference in London an alteration to Regulations was proposed to allow Veteran teams, who had won promotion from Div 3, to be able to go forward to Div 2, even if the County concerned already had a team in Div 2. The existing system meant that a Veteran team could consistently head a Div 3 league table at the end of season but be enforced to continue to play at the lower level. This change in Regulations was approved.

This change in Regulation engendered further discussion concerning promotion. Conference came to the view that it would be beneficial if the change could be applied to all 3 sections - and to include such promotions to Divisions 1. This would mean that the restriction of one county team per division, except in the lowest divisions, would be applied only to Premier Divisions. However a proposition for such a comprehensive change had not been submitted, in accordance with Regulations.

Another Regulation change was approved to allow four Veteran teams to be promoted from Division 3.

Maurice Goldstein Trophy
This trophy had been competed for, over the past few seasons, between the Champion senior team and the runners-up team of the same season. This was not included in the Regulations. The County Championships proposed that provision be made in the Regulations for this match and that it should be substituted for the present Regulation regarding a match between the Champion County and the Rest of England. However this proposal did not receive sufficient support and was not approved.

The Championships programme gets under way on 26 September, when 80 matches are scheduled. The first Junior Premier Division matches are arranged for the weekend 10/11 October at Burton-on-Trent. The weekend 7/8 November sees the first Senior Premier Division matches at Milton Keynes and also the Veteran Premier matches at Hyde, Cheshire.

County Championships news will be available on the Table Tennis Information Line (0891 664300) from week commencing 21 September.

Essex joins Hertfordshire

THE WEDDING of Essex and British League player Richard Darnell and Sarah Lupson took place at St. Mary's Church, Hitchin, on 27th June 1992. Members of the Essex County Table Tennis Association and their partners, crossed the border into Hertfordshire in glorious sunshine to join the celebrations.

The couple met whilst working in the same tax department at Clark Whitehill in London. Richard, who is a member of the Institute of Taxation, is now Tax Manager for Lee Associates in Holborn. Sarah is taking her final examinations next Spring.

After the wedding reception, held at the Blakemore Thistle Hotel, Little Wymondley, the happy pair left for their honeymoon in St. Lucia.

They will live in St. Albans, Hertfordshire. Table Tennis guests included: the bridegroom’s parents Laurie and Margaret Darnell, Bobby and Sylvia Stevens, Brian and Sheila Brumwell, Bill and Jean Wadling, John and Ann Cook, Chris and Sarah Knight, Andrew and Kate Walding, David Cole, Alison Gower, Martin Cole, Claire Weston and Steven Rand.

Richard Darnell and Sarah Lupson  Picture by Derek George

FOR ALL COUNTY CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS
TELEPHONE 0891 664300

 Calls are charged at 36p per minute cheap rate and 48p per minute at all other times.
THE new Olympic Champion Jan-Ove Waldner, reputed to be the sport’s first millionaire, is also doing quite nicely on the World All Star circuit. At the last count he was second in the money stakes having earned $123,400. Only Ma Wenge (China) can top that with $124,600. The circuit is becoming more successful by the week. Spectators are increasing and players are earning more money.

Yugoslavian World’s now in doubt

YUGOSLAVIA could lose the World Championships scheduled to take place there in 1995, but the Mayor of Belgrade is resisting any moves to take them away despite the current upheavals. Nevertheless, China has put in an offer to stage them if the political situation does not improve.

Elsewhere there seems to be no shortage of countries wishing to host the World Championships. South Africa and Egypt have both shown considerable interest and their requests are currently being considered by the International Table Tennis Federation.

New rules

WITH effect from 1 September there will be no colour restrictions for advertising on clothing and on the inside of surrounds. And players identification numbers on the back of the shirt will take priority over any advertising placed there. From 1 September 1993 players will not be allowed to receive advice at any time during the match, not even at the interval between games.

New members

NEW members of the ETTU include Albania, Croatia, Estonia and Slovenia. All four are expected to send in entries for the European Championships in Birmingham in 1994.

ETTU new Secretary

VLADIMIR PALECEK has been appointed full time general secretary of the ETTU. Vladimir takes over the position vacated by our own George Yates and now conducts his business from an office in Luxembourg.

Joola continue as sponsors

TABLE tennis supplier Joola will continue their sponsorship of the European League. Teams in the Super, 1st and 2nd divisions should all make full use of the Joola name in publications and programmes.

Gothenburg

INCOME from television at next year World Championships in Gothenburg is likely to reach an all time high.

ETTU CALENDAR

SEPTEMBER

2-6 555 World Cup
4 Europe Club Cups
10-12 New Zealand Open
12-13 Europe Masters Cup
11-13 Bulgarian Invitation
14-20 World University Champs
14-27 World All Stars Circuit
15 European Womens League
22 European Mens League
23 World All Stars
24 World All Stars
25-27 World All Stars
(Grand Prix de Paris)
26 EML 1st division
28-2 Oceania Champs/African Champs

OCTOBER

1-4 Romanian Open
6 England Ladies v Germany
9 Europe Club Cups
13 England Men v Belgium
17 EML 1st Division
29-1 Italian Open
29-1 Hong Kong Open
BRADLEY BILLINGTON and Andrea Holt took their respective singles trophies at this year’s Under 21 ETTA/Halex Championships, held recently in Bridlington.

This was a special win for Billington from Chesterfield, because he has not picked up a bat for 15 months. It was his first tournament since his hip injury, which has kept him out of competitive table tennis.

In the final Billington faced the challenge of Grant Solder from Essex, who was last season’s Under 18 Champion.

The first game was a comfortable win for the talented Billington 21-13. But the second leg was much more exciting with Solder powering his way to a 15-10 lead, before the man from Chesterfield pulled back to level it at 17-17, and go on to take the title 22-20.

Andrea Holt won the Under 21 Women’s Singles crown for the second year running, when she beat Yorkshire’s Sally Marling in the final.

But once again the lass from Lancashire lived dangerously, losing the first game heavily 12-21, and in the second she was 16-18 down, when Marling slipped and Holt scraped home 21-19.

The third and deciding leg was a monumental battle between two determined women, which saw Holt narrowly defeat Marling 24-22.

Billington added another trophy to his cabinet when in partnership with Steven Shaw, they defeated Andrew Eden and Jonathan Taylor, 19, 17, 20.

Holt also won two trophies when she paired up with Kate Goodhall to take the Women’s Doubles crown, beating Sally and Samantha Marling 9 and 19.

The Mixed Doubles saw Goodhall capture her second trophy when in partnership with Darren Howarth from Hertfordshire, 12 and 11.

Shaw & Goodhall take U18’s

STEVEN SHAW and Kate Goodhall powered their way to victory in the Under 18 singles finals.

Firstly, Shaw showed his true talent when with powerful topspin attack he blasted Barry Forster 13 and 12 to take the trophy. Then Goodhall beat the holder Sally Marling 12, -10, 17 to Win the Women’s Singles, and take her third trophy of the weekend.
Friday's fabulous five

SCOTT FRIDAY broke all the records when he took all five trophies in the ETTA/HALEX Under 10, 11 and 12 Championships held at Milton Keynes and Grantham, recently.

Firstly, he won the Under 11 Boys Singles trophy at Grantham, when he beat Peniel's Stephen Linnecar 8 and 10, then he travelled to Milton Keynes to take another four trophies. Winning the Boys Singles Under 12 final where he beat Darren Ashall from Yorkshire, 13 and 15. In the Under 10 Singles final he overwhelmed Tim Yardy 5 and 11. He won the Boys Under 12 Doubles crown in partnership with Gerald Ashman and the Under 10 Boys Doubles with Tim Yardy, where they beat Hertfordshire's twins, James and Oliver Wakeham.

In fact the only boy to stretch Friday was Berkshire's Ali Subhan, when they met in the semi finals of the Boys Under 12 singles, with Friday narrowly defeating Subhan 19, 21, 16.

The fabulous five trophies that Friday, the boy from Kent, won, is quite remarkable because he is still only 10 years old.

Tracey Davies from Peniel in Essex, is this year's Girls Under 12 Singles Champion following her victory over Debbie Pestka of Nottinghamshire, 21, 17 and 19.

Davies also went on to take the Girls Under 12 Doubles trophy in partnership with Verity Cleminson, when they beat Lindsay Thornton and Catherine Corkill, 18, 25, 21, in a thrilling final.

Trudy Bloor from Shropshire won the Girls Under 10 Singles trophy when she beat Susan Johnson, 18 and 17, in the final.

The winner of the Under 11 Girls Singles trophy was Lindsey Thornton, when she defeated Heidy Summ 16 and 19.

Seven year Katy Parker, the daughter of Don and Jill Parker, won both the Under 10 and 11 Girls Consolation titles. beating Michelle Sunter 16 and 15 in the Under 11, and Emma Laughran 16 and 8 in the Under 10.

Young Katy has a cracking forehand for someone so tiny.

TOP - Tracey Davies (left) and Scott Friday

MIDDLE - Lindsey Thornton (left) and Scott Friday

BOTTOM - Trudy Bloor receives her Under 10 Girls Singles trophy from Errol Cohen (left) Halex Operations Manager and David Hildreth Recreation Manager of Milton Keynes Borough Council
BERKSHIRE
John Cunningham

THE 1991/92 SEASON is no sooner over and the trophies presented before the new season is upon us. Local leagues will be keeping their fingers crossed in the hope that the ever increasing costs will not force too many clubs to call it a day. Two years ago you could book a school hall for £5 or £6 an evening, now with market forces in full swing, costs range from £20 plus an evening to up to £25 per hour. Should you run over your allotted time, be prepared for a caretakers overtime bill of around £1 per half hour. Community grants have been slashed and are only available for approved ‘Youth Groups’.

On the table tennis front Reading and Bracknell leagues had good seasons with many close calls and fine contests throughout the year. Pride of place in Reading goes to Sonning Common and Peppard who took the community grants have been slashed and are only available for approved ‘Youth Groups’.

On the table tennis front Reading and Bracknell leagues had good seasons with many close calls and fine contests throughout the year. Pride of place in Reading goes to Sonning Common and Peppard who took the running as did the John Howard Handicap Shield. Finally, well done to Takeashi Takatane, aided by Fred Brewster, Femi Iyayi and Stuart Champion.

The Bracknell Premier League went to OLOP for the second year running as did the John Howard Handicap Shield. Finally, well done to Ali Subhan, selected for England for the Youth Tournament held in Czechoslovakia. The 12 year old Woodley star had to find £500 as his contribution towards the costs.

Next month details of the final placings in the Newbury and Maidenhead Leagues, plus a few words on two of Berkshire’s Fathers of table tennis who have decided to retire from their posts in the Berkshire and Bracknell Leagues after many years of service.

Roll of Honour - Reading
Division 1 Champions: Sonning Common A
Division 2 Champions: Sonning Common B
Division 3 Champions: OLOP D
Division 4a Champions: Berks Sports B
Division 4b Champions: Trench Green A
Division 5a Champions: Mushroom A
Division 5b Champions: Nalgo A
Division 6a Champions: Longfield B
Division 6b Champions: ICL
Division 7 Champions: Birch Copse D
Youth Division 1 Champions: OLOP A
Youth Division 2 Champions: OLOP G
Team Handicap Champions: OLOP D
Team Knockout Champions: OLOP A

Roll of Honour - Bracknell
Premier Division Champions: OLOP A
Division 1 Champions: Camberley B
Division 2 Champions: Lightwater A
Division 3 Champions: SSV B
Division 4 Champions: Lightwater B
Howard Shield Team Handicap: OLOP

CUMBRIA
Gordon Brown

CUMBRIA FINISHED SEASON 1991/92 in their best ever position of third in Division 2a of the County Championships.

Congratulations were showered on the team at the County Association’s annual meeting in the Howgill Centre, Whitehaven. Bob Gale of Kendal was re-elected Chairman with Miss Clarise Rose of Ambleside again Vice Chairman.

Colin Taylor of Millom remains as secretary, assistant match secretary and umpires secretary. Brother John continues as match secretary. Treasurer is again Richard Johnstone or Workington, who carries on as tournament secretary, assisted by Ken Douglas, also of Workington.

The Press secretary’s job is still in the hands of Gordon Brown of Whitehaven with Eddie O’Hara of Barrow re-elected as coaching secretary and Ron Rigg (Whitehaven) a former county secretary, auditor.

Whitehaven table tennis circles were rocked in May by the untimely death of 39 year old Bruce Foster. A member of Whitehaven News teams which won the Whitehaven League first and second division titles and the Halsall Cup knockout, Bruce had an unorthodox style which won him through many a tussle. He died in West Cumberland Hospital after a short illness following the discovery of cancer on the bladder. The league were well represented at his funeral at St James Church, Whitehaven. Mourners included League chairman John Cotterill. Bruce is survived by a widow, Lesley, and two young sons below school age.

The county have again entered a senior team in the County Championships for the coming season, but have again ruled against entering a junior side.

PRIDE OF PLACE must go to Bradley Billington and Stephen Shaw won the singles titles and then combined to win the doubles at the National Under 21 and Under 18 Championships.

It provided a splendid end to a season for Derbyshire, especially as Bradley has fought back so bravely after an injury which could have ended his career.

Congratulations to 80 years young Trevor Jenkins in winning two gold medals at the Veterans World Championships. Playing in groups of 12 proved no handicap to fitness fanatic Trevor who came through his group into the semi finals and still had enough energy to gain a convincing victory over Lazlo Bellak after leading 12-0 in the first game. Not content with one gold medal, he also combined with Ballak to win the doubles for his second title.

At the AGM of the Derbyshire TTA Tony Chatwin lost his position as President to Brian Smith who has contributed so much to Burton League and the County Association both in financial terms and through his involvement at committee level. It is nice to see the workers getting their reward and appreciation and no one has worked harder than Brian.

The Derbyshire committee remains as last season with increased efforts being made to improve participation in the Inter-Town League.

Derbyshire senior team failed to regain their Premier division place after the second weekend of matches, despite maintaining an unbeaten record - with Bradley Billington and John Holland returning 100% records. The damage was done by Staffordshire who forced a 5-5 draw when Helen Lowe won both her singles, inflicting the only defeat of the campaign upon Nicola Deaton. 8-2 victories over Cambridgeshire and Warwickshire could not undo the damage of an inferior sets average, as we wish neighbours Staffordshire the best of luck in the Premier Division next season.

The Junior 1st team ended the season with a 2-8 defeat by Suffolk, after Suffolk had lead by 7-0 but relaxed to allow us a flattering scoreline.
Amber Valley
The Amber Valley Senior Singles was won by K Meakin over Pete Wain, with Meakin combining with C Richardson to beat Wain and Terry Cotterill in the doubles final. Stuart Colebrook won the Junior title against D Adams.

Burton
Stephen Shaw retained his Burton league men’s singles title with victory over teammate Stephen Thomas. Jane Vickers won the Ladies Singles against holder Rose Haggar and Richard Tilley the Junior Boys, beating Chris Fisher.

Derby
Long Eaton proved the most successful club in Derby, taking the top two places in the Premier Division and Long Eaton 3 winning Division 2 title.

Matlock
The Matlock tournament held at Lea Green Sports Centre attracted over 50 competitors, a good entry for a small league of two divisions. Geoff Gill won the men’s singles in the best final of the night in three games over John Davies. Pat Thorley won the women’s singles and combined with son Paul to win the mixed doubles. Paul also won the Under 17 and Under 21 events

The season ended on a sad note with the news that Connie Smith (wife of Derbyshire President Brian Smith) and Ben Whittaker (Vice President of Derby League) had both passed away.

ESSEX
Alan Shepherd

ANYBODY WHO READ my last report (May/June) probably thought I had run out of steam when apparently describing the Junior Premier Weekend. In fact, the editor deleted my last three paragraphs, which read as follows:

In the first, Cris scored a great win over Ed Hatley (not at his best), then Shelley Ruocco showed what a wonderful competitor she is by fighting her way to victory over Dian Chan, an equally courageous opponent. Shelley really came of age over this weekend, and is likely to be our No. 1 player for the next three seasons.

On Sunday morning, we were obliterated 9-1 by Devonshire, although had things gone better for us, it could have been 5-3! Cris played his only bad match of the weekend to lose to a very sharp Adrian Vincent. Julie Rand lost her first game -19 to Claire Pengelly, then led 18-7 in the second. How she went on to lose the game from there is quite a mystery. Nerves no doubt. Then Shelley was poised to beat Lynsey Heyward and actually had two match points. A tammy announcement came at this moment, and she served into the net! Seconds later, she had lost 23-21. Later on, Shelley had the chance of taking out Claire once more in a deciding game, but just lacked that essential experience in the end game. Ryan saved our blushes by beating Jonathan May, else it would have been 10-0!

Our final match was against Middlesex, and since our players had been socialising with their throughout the weekend, perhaps they had become too friendly. How else can you explain Ryan Savill losing to Dov Katz 14 -17, 4.

Once again the best matches were reserved for the closing stages.

Cris Sladden gave his best performance as an Essex Junior that I have seen by beating that super player Richard Hycacinth and Shelley then put us 5-4 up by beating Joanne Weare. It would have made a fairy tale ending to the weekend if Wayne Mitchell could then have beaten England No. 8 David Baker. In the event, he played magnificently. The first game went 21-19 to David, the second 24-22 to Wayne. In the third it was point for point until they stood at 18-18. Here David played three incredible rallies to pull the match out of the fire for himself and his county. So it was 5-5. Our overall position of fourth was very creditable but what I will remember most of the weekend was the marvellous camaraderie of our group of players, and the way they all played for each other. It was a pleasure to be with them.

Funnily enough, he also took out my report on the Closed Tournament of the Waltham Forest league where I recorded the men’s singles win by Clive Carthy over John Denmore by the scores -14, 20, 21 and the women’s singles triumph of Maggie Pavitt over Kelly Bennett 16, 18.

I was lucky enough to be present at the splendid South Kesteven Sports Centre in Grantham on 6th June when two Essex teams were in action in the National Team Finals. Southend League were in the final of the Carter Cup with a team of Cris Sladden, Ryan Savill and Richard Lawrence, with Daniel Perham as 12th man and in opposition was an unfortunately not at full strength Northumbria League side led by Andrew Silkinson. The Southend lads had a reasonably comfortable 5-1 win, although Andrew beat Richard, and made Ryan go all the way on the third game. In the Jill Hammersley Cup for cadet girls, Chelmsford League faced Maidstone and fielded Sarah Davison (recently transferred by us to Suffolk for a huge fee), Karen Mason and Shelley Ruocco. Early on Crystal Hall defeated Karen, but wins by Shelley and Sarah over Rachel Woolven and Alison Smith saw the Essex girls 4-1 ahead. Then, amid scenes of great excitement Karen clinched the match by defeating Alison -14, 13, 19. Congratulations to both Southend and Chelmsford Leagues.

Internally, there have been some changes at the top. Mike Watts has recently been very ill, and has also had employment problems. As a result he has had to step down from being Chairman. I am sure, however, that we have not seen the last of Mike as a worker for the county and we all wish him well, particularly healthwise. Our former Treasurer, Brian Rowlen, from Clacton, has taken over as Chairman and I am sure that he will do a great job.

We also have to bid a fond farewell to Clive Oakman, our Vice Chairman, who has served the county with distinction for quite a few years. He has, of course, now taken an important ETFA position and already shown how good he is at that.

In July we took 16 of our promising youngsters to Tonbridge, where matches took place between Kent, Surrey and ourselves under the mantle of organiser Bob Taylor, to whom considerable thanks are due for his efforts. I was unfortunately unable to be present, but I believe that everybody had a very good day.

Finally, I would like to congratulate Essex junior players Cris Sladden, Linda Radford, Shelley Ruocco and Vincent Avery all of whom represented England in this summer’s European Youth Championships.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Alf Pepperd

IT’S BUT A PERSONAL opinion, but I have always thought that the first reports of the season for TTN are often a little difficult to compile, and perhaps more so now, as copy date is 1st August.

However, in Gloucestershire, fortunately our County AGM is usually held in June so that paves the way for me to report our next
It appears that members in the Stroud League have formulated a 1st Division summer league, they appear to be the sole participants of summer league play anywhere in Gloucestershire - well done Stroud.

Owing to an unfortunate clash of dates, the above will be staged on the 30th/31st January 1993 and run at the new Pitville Sports Hall in Tommy Taylors Lane in Cheltenham - all Juniors please note.

The Senior County Closed Championships will be held on 6th December at the same venue and Mrs G Smith will be the Hon Referee.

Junior events are to be held at St Benedict's School, Cheltenham, on Sunday November the 1st, the Schools Championships will also be at St Benedict's on 28th February 1993.

World VETS Championships, Dublin 1992
Three Gloucestershire players attended these Championships - Dave Harvey from Cheltenham, Denis Holland from Gloucester and Mickey Holbrow from Stroud TTL.

Dav Harvey, after qualifying, fought his way into the last 16 in the singles event, where he was beaten by England's Nicky Davis - Holland and Harvey teamed up for the doubles championships and reached the last 16, before going out to the eventual winners - Liang Geling and Jacques Secretin.

Geling, the current holder of the singles title, beat Secretin in three sets in the final to retain his title.

There were nearly 1,300 entrants in the championships, they came from 47 countries and the most successful English competitor was Matt Sheder who won the over 60's singles and in partnership with Derek Schofield retained their over 60's doubles title.

Back in the early summer, Adrian Moore ran a one day coaching session at Swindon, Gloucestershire's county coach George Novoth was in receipt of four entry forms for this event, of which only one player from Gloucestershire actually participated, he was Daniel Nelmes.

George Novoth attended the Under 12 Halex Championships on 14th June at Bletchley Leisure Centre where Daniel Nelmes reached the semi final of the consolation singles. All remaining Gloucestershire entries failed to get past their groups.

HERTFORDSHIRE
John Wood

HERTFORDSHIRE'S CHAMPION CLUB is once again that highly talented team from North Herts, Norton Three Horseshoes. In the final, held at the Barnett TT Centre recently, the three gladiators from North, Mick Harper, Keith Samuels and Dave Hyde, brushed aside the challenge from Cheshunt's Ellenborough 5-0, to win the Aubrey Seaholme Trophy.

The three men of Ellenborough, Chris Marlowe, Alan Lammell and Tony Teff, were unfortunately no match for the skills of the trio from North Herts. The intermediate final was a much closer affair with Barnets' Hadleywood narrowly defeating Hemel Hempstead's Wellcome 5-3. Hadleywood's trio of Hanrahan, Robinson and Maddock took an early 3-1 lead but the men from Wellcome, Chris Dunning, Paul Brownlie and Terry Franklin, fought back and levelled the match at 3-3, but the lads from Barnets rallied and took the next two, to take the trophy.

The Minor Final was between Barnets Exiles and Hemel Hempstead's Kings Langley with the team from Barnett the victors 5-2. Exiles trio of Tiller, Richard and Francis proved on the day too strong for the men of Kings Langley, Billy Banner, Jimmy Wheeler and Reg Gray.

Barnets were once again in the winning frame, with their team Ravenscroft beating North Herts' Bedwell 5-1 in the final of the Minor Competition.

The county trials will as usual be held at the Barnet TTC with the senior trials on Saturday 5th September, the Junior trials on Sunday 6th and the Veteran trials on Sunday 13th September.

On behalf of the county, I wish good luck to the three county teams that have gained promotion, the seniors who now play in Division 1, the junior team who will now playing the Premier Division and the Veterans who will be in Division 1.

Coaching sessions for all age groups have now commenced on Saturday mornings at the Barnet TTC from 10.30 am to 12 Noon. It is also hoped to run coaching courses for women and girls plus courses for retired people. Contact Iris Boucher on 081 440 5594.

If you want to be an umpire, your county needs you. Contact Dave Edwards on 0923 679170 (h) 0923 251155 x 238 (b).

I trust that every Hertfordshire player and administrator has an enjoyable as well as a successful season.

ISLE OF WIGHT
John Prean

IT WAS GOOD to hear that my former colleague Jim Beckley has been restored to the ETTA Management Committee as Vice Chairman of Publicity and PR which includes responsibility for this magazine. I have confidence in Jim and hope the dark days of censorship are over.

Our men's team in the Southern Regional League did not gain promotion to the Premier Section, a point separating the top three teams with ours unfortunately not on top. Again Roger Hookey did not have enough support.

I have reported on the success of our junior team in the Hampshire Inter-Town leagues. The juniors will find life harder in the higher division but with Alex Rorke and Greg Burns in the side, I have every confidence that they will not lose their place. The cadets may be hard pressed to repeat their championship winning performance with Greg and also Stuart Dover moving up into the junior ranks. However, Danny Burns will still be there, a bright prospect at 12.

We feel excited at the prospect of having a player in the Olympics. At the time of going to press I did not know his results, but Carl Prean's training had gone well and we had high hopes. Carl reached the finals of the US Open where he lost to the former Chinese player, now playing for Canada, Johnny Huang, but an earlier victory vs Zoran Primorac, ranked above Carl in Europe, was an epic. Carl was ranked in the top 10 in Europe for the first time - at No. 9. He tells me he has beaten all players above him this season except the new European champion Rosskopf to whom he lost in the third the last time they meet a few weeks ago and Waldner to whom he lost in 5 in the Swedish Open. He defeated Gatien in the
European Club Cup in February. The Frenchman is now ranked No.1 in the world. Carl expressed some disappointment at having lost his No.1 ranking in England, having held this for the best part of 2 years. With Carl's record of 47 wins to 23 defeats against Chen Xinhua's 33 wins to 22 defeats over the season, I can offer no explanation of this mystery. Carl also reckons that he had the harder matches as he played in the No. 1 spot in all of England's team matches.

The Inter-Island Games will take place on the Isle of Wight next summer. These mini-Olympics for smaller islands should give a useful boost to the local sports centre and will include table tennis. With facilities poor and too few one hopes that the 'Games' may bring some improvement. Many other areas have the same problem and those who travel abroad will have noted the difference in facilities there and here. Rising rents of otherwise deteriorating premises have added to the basic problem. On the whole island there is only one club where youngsters and others can play fairly regularly. The rest is of the once or twice a week variety, not enough to build real skills and enthusiasm for the sport.

KENT
Adrian Hall

10 YEAR OLD Scott Friday much as expected won the national U10 and U11 boys singles titles but even by his own high standards performed remarkably to also take the U12 title and added to these the U10 and U12 Boys Doubles. 12 year old Christian Thompson seeded No. 2 disappointingly went out in the quarter finals of the U12 singles but made amends by reaching the doubles final.

 Maidstone U14 Girls in National Final
The team of Crystal Hall, Alison Smith and Rachel Woolven disappointingly went down 5-1 in the Hammersmith Cup final to Chelmsford. Their only victory came when Hall beat Karen Mason. Hall also lead 20-18 against Sarah Davidson before losing 26-24, 21-15. Chelmsford were led by England No.1 Shelley Ruocco but it was unranked Mason that caused the major upset when she beat Smith.

Tonbridge and District League
Mark Henderson retained his Open singles title when he defeated the new Tonbridge Wells champion Mike Cripps in the final. Roger Pingram/Ron Terry beat M Llewellyn/Paul White in the Open doubles. Juliet Houghton and Paul Duke won the top senior and junior averages to win the Baldry Cup and Pilcher Trophy respectively.

Teen and Twenty A team of Mark Henderson, Caroline Brown and Paul Duke won the first division title from Leigh A's team of Mike Cripps, R Alderman and J Lynch by 184 points to 150.

Bromley Boys Brigade Make National Finals
Bromley came runners up in the National finals of the boys Brigade tournament at the Meadowbank Stadium in Scotland. The team of Grant Scheen, Christopher Hall, Andrew Newbon and reserve Craig Brooke were one of eight teams to make the finals from 116 entries and came runners up to Hartlepool just losing 3-5.

Junior Tournament Successes
Alison Smith won the cadet singles and doubles titles at the Wylie and Holland Grove 2 Star in May. She beat Ruth Hickman (Cambs) 21-12, 21-17 in the singles and teamed up with Trudy Bloor (Shrop) to defeat Heidi Simms (Sussex)/Hickman 17-21, 21-15, 21-11 in the doubles final.

Scott Friday had a good weekend at the Shire Catering 1 Star beating Daniel King (U11 Schools Champion) 21-7, 21-15, to win the U12's and Darren Atkhall 17-21, 22-20, 21-16 to win the cadets reversing a 19-21, 16-21 defeat by the same player in the U13's. Friday went on to win the cadet doubles and came runner up in the U15 singles losing to Adrian Cadman 13-21, 15-21.

Kent Squad off to China
A mixture of senior and junior players left for a month's training in China at the Tianjin Institute of Physical Culture. Training will consist of a 6/7 hours per day training schedule 6 days per week with the four Sunday rest days spent on organised sightseeing trips. Our thanks to Wang DaZhi for the invitation and organisation.

LANCASTHIRE
Stan Clarke

LAST SEASON TURNED out to be one of the most successful on record for the County representative teams, the Senior Premier team finished as runners-up to Devon with only sets average separating the two sides.

The senior second team ran out as comprehensive winners of their division, winning all of their matches with some ease. Both veteran teams finished top of their respective divisions and are promoted, with the 1st team reaching the Veis Premier Division for the first time. Congratulations are due to all of the players concerned and to the non-playing captains and administration team. The two junior teams have experienced a testing time but the 1st team managed to retain their place in the Premier division in a close run series of matches. The junior 2nd team also managed to retain their place in the 2nd division.

The lack of quality junior players is an ongoing problem for the selectors and it looks as though things may get worse before any significant improvement is seen.

The Lancashire and Cheshire League 1st Division was won by Warrington in what has been the most open contest for some years, with the result in doubt up to the last match. Liverpool Ladies were again winners of the women's 1st division for the fourth year in succession but the result was extremely close with only sets difference separating Liverpool and Oldham.

The Lancashire Closed Tournament held in conjunction with the Preston Guild celebrations and organised by Preston League saw Sean Gibson of Charnock Richard beat the challenge of German school teacher Marcus Dick in the final of the men's event whilst Marie Thornley of Chorley beat Brenda Bueoy of Liverpool for the Ladies Championship. Interestingly Brenda (then Williams) was the last winner of the Preston Guild tournament before Maria was born. Brenda was at that time very young it must be said.

It was indeed heartwarming to see the return of an open championship to the county after several years without an open event, in this case the Blackpool 2 Star Open, sponsored by the Marie Curie Cancer Charity. The event was held at the prestigious Norbreck Castle Hotel and was very ably run by the Blackpool Committee with Stuart Sherlock doing his normal efficient job as referee. The presence of representative junior teams from England, Germany and Japan along with a number of highly ranked English senior players ensured a high standard of competition. The men's singles was won by Dos Douglas who easily overcame the challenge of Tomas Schroeder of Germany. The women's singles was won by Rika Matsuoka of Japan who beat Andrea Holt in three tight games. One excellent idea was the "hotpot" supper and disco which was well attended and enjoyed by so many of the players and officials.
In case you are wondering why there is a new writer for these notes after so many years it is because our former correspondent George Yates is still recovering from a stroke and does not feel able to continue with the task he has so ably performed for so many years. I am sure you will all join me in wishing George a speedy and complete recovery from his illness, I only hope that I can represent your interests and views as well as George has for so many years.

LEICESTERSHIRE
Derek Butt

THE INTER-TOWNS TOURNAMENT was played at a new venue for table tennis in Leicester, and very pleased we were with the amenities at the Parklands Leisure Centre. The manager was pleased to stage the event and told me he would like more table tennis to be played there.

There were two events, the seniors and juniors - four teams in each event playing a round robin. Leicester 1st won the senior event winning all their three matches, the closest being against Loughborough, the Leicester team was represented by Steve White, Les Baker and Dave Grundy.

In the Junior event, Leicester I made it a double, winning their three matches also and their closest match against Hinckley I was 5-3. Well done to the representatives in the Leicester team of Lee Brunning, Dean Langley and Adrian Clifford.

Coaching at the moment of writing is taking a well earned rest, but I know all concerned are happy with the way the youngsters have come on in the past season. At the Soar Valley complex Steve Jonker knows he has many players ready for the league and are keen to do just that. I am very pleased with the youngsters at the Primary School on the Eyres Monsell complex, just hoping for the numbers to increase.

On to the summer League (Elbow Tankard). Five groups of five teams have been busy and completed on time and we are now into the knockout stage and the draw is as follows:

Goons I v British Shoe Corp
Freddies Heroes v Ironmen
Saints v Villagers II
Casual Clowns v Park Keepers
Gas I v Goons II
The Casualties v The Good, Bad and Ugly
Bali Hi v Parkers
Villagers I v Bali Hi II

Many readers may wonder how we derived at the name of this event ‘Elbow Tankard’. Well, it goes back over 25 years when two well known players and committee members at that time came up with the idea of the summer league. The two members I refer to are the late John Ellis and John Bowness, and I am proud to say I was on the committee with them. Hence the ELBOW TANKARD was born.

Leicester and District TTL
The forthcoming season is looking good with an increase in teams entered with a waiting list for the first time in many years, is this a hint of our favourite game is on the up again, let’s hope so.

May I wish everybody a good 1992/3 season.

MIDDLESEX
Tony Taylor

FIRSTLY I MUST thank Iris Moss for the years she has written the county notes, but has now retired from this post but continues her many duties in the county for table tennis.

Here is the later than expected report on the Middlesex Closed Championships. It was held at the Totternham Sports Centre on the 21st and 22nd March and it was pleasing to welcome back for the first time for many years an all star line-up in the men’s singles mainly thanks to the sponsorship of the Linda Farrow organisation.

The younger players performed well with Neil Charles and Nicky McKoy taking games off John Souter and Graham Sandley respectively. A not so young Dipak Topiwala gave Nigel Tyler a close game before losing in the third. Eventually Nigel Tyler won the event, beating Graham Sandley in the final who had earlier surprisingly triumphed over John Souter in the semi.

Sanya Kubulka was the star turn in the ladies singles, beating Sara Williams in the semi final and Kitti Kottasz in the final.

Robert Weare had a busy time winning both the Junior boys doubles and Junior mixed doubles and losing a close game to James Sprackling in the final of the Junior boys singles.

The Junior girls went to form with the four seeds Sara Williams, Caroline O’Leary, Lorna Taylor and Joanne Weare reaching the last four before the evergreen Sara emerged the victory.

There were some promising performances in the cadets with Nisha Parmar and David Miller performing well to reach the finals but Joanne Weare and Anthony Jeyarajah won their respective events.

Results
Men’s Singles
N Tyler
Womens Singles
S Kubulka
Men’s Doubles
C Wilson/J Souter
Womens Doubles
E/K Kottasz
Mixed Doubles
D Goode/S Williams
Veterans Singles
T Taylor
Junior Boys Singles
J Sprackling
Junior Girls Singles
Sara Williams
Junior Boys Doubles
J Sprackling/R Weare
Junior Girls Doubles
C O’Leary/S Williams
Cadet Boys Singles
A Jeyarajah
Cadet Girls Singles
J Weare
Cadet Boys Doubles
A Jeyarajah/M Michaelides
Cadet Girls Doubles
E Faulkner/P Parmar

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Dennis Millman

NO SOONER DOES one season end, then another begins, even if the early activities are confined to the Olympic Games, the Rushden Athletic Individual League and the typewriters of various scribes throughout the length and breadth of the country.

Gwil Evans’ imaginative initiative has taken off on a moderate scale with numerous avid enthusiasts not content with the usual eight month season, now ready to battle on an individual basis for an additional three months. With the county’s leading players holding a watching brief, Steve Brown and Mike Pond shared the main honours.

Summer activities also included the Tina Coleman Memorial Trophy in which the opening draw for partners produced the usual...
intriguing pairings, resulting in the closest event since its inception 14 years ago.

In Group A, five of the 6 pairs won three rubbers each, with Sue Moloney and Anne Abbott, together with Cath Walsh and former county player Christine Price, going through to the semi finals, while a similar situation in Group B gave the Jane Bayes/Ioanne Abbott and Chris Howells/Cathy Parkinson partnerships a place in the last four. Surprises were not over, for in the semi finals it was the turn of the underdogs, with the group runners up both accounting for the winners of the opposite group, with both games being decided late in the third end.

In the final the younger pair held their form, with the steadiness of Howells and the decisive attacking of Parkinson gaining the ascendancy, and proving too much for the experience of Walsh and Price, with the 21-10, 21-16 scoreline proving the most decisive of the day.

In the second annual Rezno (UK) Ltd Doubles Challenge, Wellingborough gained revenge over the Banbury counterparts, winning by 12 rubbers to 4 with Dave Marsh/Dennis Millman, Tom Stapleton/Kevin Shields, Alan Knight/Gwil Evans and Steve Adams/Graham Brown remaining unbeaten. Then on after some super superb refreshments, the Rezno Knockout competition was staged with pairs consisting of one player from each league. This resulted in a clear-cut victory for Wellingborough’s Alan Knight, teamed up with Banbury’s Colin Astbury, with Chris Millman and his Banbury partner in the runners up slot.

On the administrative side, the county association has a new Chairman, with longest serving committee member Ken Marchant finally taking over the role he has occupied for so long in an unofficial capacity. With Arthur Palmer as his deputy, Steve Brown having forsaken the chairmanship to become senior match secretary and newcomer Alan Knight bringing his youthful enthusiasm to the position of Events Organiser all seems set fair for a successful season.

Sadly one face will be missing. Mick Morris, for more than 20 years a member of the Wellingborough Management Committee, and for a short time County Chairman, collapsed and died while playing cricket, a game he approached as zealously as his table tennis and his many other diverse interests. Perhaps he is best remembered for the super way he masterminded Wellingborough’s Annual Dinner Dance and Prize Presentation, but he had many other fine attributes and as testimony to his popularity, Wellingborough’s Citadel was full to overflowing for his funeral. Our deepest sympathy goes to his wife Margaret and his family on their tragic bereavement.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Malcolm Allsop

CONGRATULATIONS TO RON Bolton who won a silver medal in the Over 60’s singles in the World Veterans Championships.

Congratulations are also due to Debbie Pestka upon her international selection for the Junior 6 Nations tournament, and Michelle Haynes who completed the international good news with her selection for the England Schools team for the international event.

The county AGM was not very well attended, and resulted in all the officers being re-elected for a further season.

Following the meeting, Gary Stephens gave a presentation upon the Notts Leisure Services Training Scheme, and emphasised the need for coaches to be trained now to deal with the upsurge in interest being created by the scheme. It is too late looking for coaches when they are required, they must be trained in readiness. Anyone interested in becoming a coach should contact their League coaching officer, the county Coaching Officer Ralph Green or Development Officer Roy Bayliss.

The County senior team travelled to Wellingborough already champions of their division, and gained a convincing 10-0 victory over Northants.

The Veterans gained a close 5-4 win over Staffordshire to finish as runners up, a position which the junior team also achieved with a 9-1 victory over Leicestershire. With the junior team expected to be stronger next season, a request has been made to the County Championships secretary for promotion for this team.

Nottingham won the county inter-league competition convincingly with 11-1 wins over Newark and Worksop and 12-0 over Mansfield with a team consisting of Junior Stoddart, Paul Wood, Mark Green, Kevin Green, Angela Brettell and Ron Bolton.

Worksop finished as runners up after gaining 8-4 wins over Mansfield and Newark.

Mansfield

Micro Image won the Premier Division with the other titles going to Alliance (Division 1) and CMB Aerosols (Division 2). The Youth League, sponsored by Eve Trakway, was keenly contested and efficiently organised by Steve Riley.

Nottingham

Mark Illingsworth won the men’s singles at the Nottingham Closed tournament beating surprise finalist Peter Furneaux. Illingsworth had beaten Mark Green in the quarters and Terry Bull in the semi. Furneaux beat John Bayliss, Mark Pearson, Ken Phillipson and Ransford Scott on his way to the final.

In the women’s singles, top seed Theresa Butler beat Angela Brettsall. Ken Phillipson took the veterans title with a win over Van Dinh Damh. Ron Bolton took the over 55 (supervets) title with a win over Terry Baxter. Gary Pestka won the junior boys; with Debbie Pestka winning the cadet girls and combining with Theresa Butler to win the women’s doubles. Mark Illingsworth won his second title in the mens doubles partnered by Chris Kinsey when they beat the young combination of Gary Pestka and Mark Green.

GPT 1 team beat Redcliffe C by 25 points in the final of the Handicap Cup, sponsored by Keyprint of Keyworth. Mapperley Sports won the Premier Division of the Nottingham League again. Keyworth won Division 1 with an all-veteran team of John Ellis, Ron Bolton, Dennis Collins and Dave Inkle.

The Junior team reached the semi final of the Carter Cup with a convincing 5-0 victory on the south coast against Worthing.

Worksop

Paul-Clarke won the Division 1 Open singles for the 7th time with a victory over Mick Bartrop. The change of night for the Worksop sessions from Sunday to Tuesday have proved successful with an increased attendance.

SOMERSET
Andy Seward

WELCOME TO THE new season. Can the county repeat the successes of last season? The omens look good as the playing strength appears to be little changed. However, both of the veterans teams have gone up a division, the 1st team by merited promotion, the 2nd by forced promotion (having finished 5th!!!)

Few changes on the admin side. The Somerset AGM elected the following, or in some cases the following were elected:
Chairman - Brian Reeves
Secretary - Brenda Thorne
Team Secs: Senior - Lee Sadler
Counties 7

Veterans 1 - John Crabtree
Veterans 2 - Mike Baker
Junior - Martin Rumary

1992 Somerset Closed

Eight tables, 233 matches and very few surprises in the 1992 Somerset Closed held for the first time in Mendip League territory.

In the men's singles the top 4 seeds duly took their semi final positions. In two superb attacker/defender semi finals, Lee Sadler (just) overcame Brian Reeves and Phil Payne played the match of the day to beat Ron Weatherby. In the final, Phil defended with remarkable control and occasionally counter attacked to beat Lee in an outstanding match.

Melony Carey (Bridgwater) beat Judy Craig (Taunton) 21-6, 21-13 to retain the Ladies singles for the 9th time. Melony dutifully cleans the trophy and brings it to the tournament every year only to have it presented back to her! Judy had earlier won through to the final by beating the No. 2 seed Tina Sadler (Yeovil) 24-22, 21-14.

A brief resume of the other finals. Top billing to Shirley Dark and Judy Craig who retained their ladies doubles title again, beating the favourites Mel Carey and Tina Sadler. One day the organisers will make Shirley and Judy the No. 1 seeds! In the mens doubles, top seeds Lee Sadler and Ron Weatherby beat Richard Jones and Rob Millard (Mendip) and in the mixed, Lee and Tina beat Brian Reeves and Mel Carey 18-21, 22-20, 22-20. Brian Reeves predictably retained the veterans title, beating Graham Green in the final.

Junior Results
U17 Boys - Rob Millard beat Mark Smith
U14 Boys - Andrew Rumary beat Stuart Bailey
U12 Boys - Gavin Murphy beat Matthew G下半
U17 Girls - Julie Ashcroft beat Claire Shobbrook
U14 Girls - Claire Shobbrook beat Karenza Tissington
U12 Girls - Rebecca Mason beat Lizzy Harrison

Next month, sorry no table tennis news, we've all gone scrumpyming!

---

SURREY

Terry Vance

INTER LEAGUE TOURNAMENTS

Sadly there was no Sutton Trophy this season, despite trying to run it in conjunction with the Surrey Junior Development League. Hopes are high of running it next season.

the Harding Cup was again dominated by Thames Valley with Leatherhead and Croydon deciding 2nd place in the last match of the season.

In what was one of the closest fought competitions for many seasons, Wandsworth have regained the Percy Johnson Cup they last held 10 years ago by a point from Thames Valley. Thames Valley were unbeaten but lost the cup to Wandsworth who had a better sets total (this does not seem fair - Editor).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Sets F/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13 30/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12 22/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10 22/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6 13/22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4 13/22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0 5/30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Averages - Men

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Club</th>
<th>Pts</th>
<th>Sets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S Campbell</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M Lowe</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S Davis</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Averages - Women

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Club</th>
<th>Pts</th>
<th>Sets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S Holloway</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Langham</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D Bangerter</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Surrey AGM

Mike Barrett was elected the new Vice Chairman and a new auditor was found, namely Don Amor. The Trevor Channing award went to Cyril Peters who joined the Reigate League after national service in 1947 and was elected to the Executive Committee in 1950. He became Treasurer in 1957 and did this job for 21 years. In 1975 he was elected Vice Chairman and was promoted to Chairman in 1980, a position he still retains. To recognise his devotion to the Reigate League, he was made a Vice President in 1978 after 28 years on the Committee. He has now served the Reigate Committee for 42 years. A worthy winner indeed!

The Charles Bourne Trophy was presented to Ron Crayden for his many years service to table tennis.

Forthcoming Events

South of England Juniors 24/25th October 1992 (Monkshill Sports Centre, Croydon)
Surrey Junior Championships 22nd November 1992
Surrey Senior Championships 27th December 1992
South of England Seniors 13/14th March 1993 (Westcroft Leisure Centre, Carshalton, Surrey)
Organiser for South of England Juniors and Seniors - T Vance, 081 390 4068 (h) or 071 798 2731 (b)

---

SUSSEX

John Woodford

JANET SMITH, THE champion of Scotland has been released by Sussex to play for Surrey this coming season. Her Scottish commitments have prevented her appearing for Sussex and inside the county for many events.

The crunch came when the Sussex selectors decided not to invite her to play in the second Premier Division weekend, mainly on the grounds that would have had to leave out one of the other girls both of whom had given sterling service over two seasons. The answer to the problem was clear to many supporters - send three ladies to the event and play whoever appeared strongest in the vital last matches.

Sussex had other problems however with the team and it is possible that even if Janet had played, Sussex might still have been relegated, as they were, with the subsequent 'loss' of their third senior team.

Many counties have problems with their star performers. I am sure Sussex supporters will wish her well with Surrey, even if she did not hit it
off with the Sussex selectors.

It is ironic that she has been unable to play in the all-Sussex Championships for two years due to clashes with World and European Championships - in 1993 with the World's being played later she would have been free.

However, Sussex will start the new campaign with a large batch of Junior and Cadet players who seem certain to win more games than they lose - amongst the batch are Paul butcher, Sarah Stedman, Joanna Bush-Harris, Clare Brown, Paul Cicelli and Kevin Doyle. And of course for the first time there will be three Junior teams playing for Sussex.

---

WORCESTERSHIRE
Steve Horton

WORCESTERSHIRE COUNTY TABLE Tennis Association welcomes a new President, Vera Royal, who replaces Ian Crickmer. We would like to thank Ian for his excellent services and wish Vera every success in her new role.

During the closed season, Beryl Shammon organised a 40th celebration of the county's association, bringing together players from the past and present. Not even our international umpire Doug Young, calling expedite after 15 minutes, could prevent Ian from delivering a detailed account of the past 40 years.

As we prepare ourselves for yet another busy year of table tennis, it is worth reflecting on the concluding events in the local leagues last season.

Congratulations to Mark Brookes who put pay to the title hopes of county first team player Eric Hardman, Paul Garner and finally teammate Julian Wooton to record his first Dudley men's title. Joanne Hill won the ladies event. Thorns, inspired by the season's leading player Ken Walton, remained unbeaten on the way to record 11 Kidderminster Mens Singles with Mandy House winning her 4th consecutive ladies final.

Martin Lewis, Neil Savery, Jeremy and Mandy were the top Kidderminster side in the form of Harriers A.

The Worcestershire ladies final saw a repeat of last year with Sue Horton beating Alison Westwood in straight sets. Nick Myton displayed good fighting qualities to capture the mens title. YMCA Bats consisting of Jason Thompson, Craig Ward and Steve and Sue Horton were undefeated league champions with Catshill Youth Centre A of the Bromsgrove League claiming their title in the very last match. Ron Butterton, Craig Ward and Mark Fiddian were the successful trio.

Martin Maddins was the League's most consistent player.

The Express TV were Malvern League champions with Willie Atkinson contesting the men's and veterans finals and winning both - against Malcolm Dicks. Bengeworth Red were the top team in Evesham but by only one point. Lewis Siket and Jill Stride were straight set winners of their respective finals.

Peter Bird's county knockout competition brought together for the 4th year running Bromley and Thorns from the Dudley league. Thorns were able to recover from 1-3 down to take the final 5-3 and make in 2 titles each. The Handicap final was won by Cripplegate Guild (+120) who defeated Studley Road Youth Centre (+90) by 15 points in an exciting finish.

Dudley remain County champions for a 4th year, despite some strong opposition from the other leagues.

Finally, I would like to take the opportunity to wish everyone a successful season and look forward to reporting the action.

---

YORKSHIRE
Rea Balmford

THERE WAS A touch of the orient in East Yorkshire towards the close of last season when a squad of young table tennis stars from Japan arrived in Bridlington to compete in the English Junior Open Championships which were once again held in the resort.

Prior to the tournament itself, a match international test series was played with matches taking place at Hattem Price Sports Centre on the outskirts of Hull, and in the market town of Driffield, between Bridlington and York.

England selected their players for the four marathon 16 game contests - both boys and girls played separate matches - from the top echelons of the junior ranking lists and must feel a considerable degree of embarrassment after the boys had gone down 16-0 and 15-1 while the girls were only marginally better with scores of 12-4 and 13-3.

The obvious conclusion to be drawn is that, while at senior level the gap between our players and those from the Far East is closing, the same is not happening where it is most important - among our up and coming youngsters.

It is a recognised fact in any sport that a touring side, living and training together on the other side of the world, are usually more coordinated as a unit and, thus, possibly better motivated to win.

The young players from Japan demonstrated a high standard of physical fitness, concentration and general 'table discipline' which in turn, resulted in a lower 'error rate'.

There also seemed to be a much greater variety of pattern of play among the visitors which meant that the English boys and girls, all of whom played the basic European attacking style, faced a different challenge on each visit to the table.

The results of the end of season Closed Championships at Leeds are now to hand, with Bradford based Dave Indriks the new MS champion after overcoming the challenge of Gary Boyes in a three set final. Joanna Roberts beat Cathryn Johnson in the ladies event, while Indriks picked up a 2nd trophy when he partnered Sandra Rider to a XD win, thus retaining the title he had won 12 months previously.

He missed out on the 'hat trick' in the MD with Paul McKirich when Keith Bell - Neil Harris proved too strong in the final, while Mrs Rider also 'doubled up' claiming the LD honours with Mrs Johnson at the expense of Rachel Brook - Lynda Fahey.

Other results were JBS Richard Potter; JGS Angela Metcalfe; VS Alan Jones.

Following the AGM the county is now under new management, and I cannot close these notes without paying tribute to two long serving officers who will no longer be in the committee room this coming season.

Both Eric Hill and Ron Wilson have given a tremendous amount to Yorkshire and no words that I can put together can thank them adequately for everything that they have done for the county.

Eric will continue to be heavily involved in Bradford with the Clayton Heights Trimda club, as well as putting in maximum effort to reduce his golf handicap - where have I heard that before! While Ron will hopefully not have forgotten how to address his colleagues on the Referee's table at the Yorkshire and Humbersee Open after taking a refresher course in 'Northumberland speak' to prepare for his return to that area which the Mediaeval Scots abandoned to the native savages.

So it is a very sincere thank you to both, who will join me in wishing every success to the new man in the hot seat, Bevan Walker. Bevan has always been his own man, and has firm ideas of how he intends to lead Yorkshire into the final years of the century and it is up to us all to give the new 'skipper' the support he deserves in his efforts to keep England's biggest county in the forefront of the sport.
Olivetti Bribar's Sandra Rider: Women of the Weekend

AFTER my fourth British Women's history highlighting on 1903, 1933, here; sponsored by Kebbel Homes loaded her car up for a midmght equipment with which the modern a long day (especially for Pat as we see the dress and electronic John Woodford in Eastbourne Tennis! Well as with the presenta­
weekend and Lesley Keast (9 out of Fullers were one of only two runners-up teams were rewarded &
with a cheque and three pieces of

**Women's British League**

**PREMIER DIVISION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>PTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NFD GROVE I</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HULL SANDHILL</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMONEALTH ALLSTAR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PELLOWS CHANCE</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLAYING SOVEREIGNs</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEST LADIES I</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DIVISION 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>PTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HULL SANDHILL</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLYMOUTH PAVILIONS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMITY GENERATION</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREGA SPRICER</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRISTOL LADIES</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOESTRINGS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DIVISION 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAYER BRADFORD</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CITY OF MILTON KEYNESS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLAYING SOVEREIGNs II</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAKS I</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VYMURA INTERNATIONAL</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CITY OF NEWCASTLE</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DIVISION 3A**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NFD GROVE III</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLIVETTI BIBRAR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNDERLAND LADIES</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WELSH LADIES II</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIBRAR BELLEs</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORKSTON CLUB II</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DIVISION 3B**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FULLERIANS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAVILION LADIES</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LESSA</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFD GROVE III</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORCESTER LADIES</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSAD</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10, Angela Smith, Sarah Seathorne and Maria Williams romped home by 5 points from Princes Ladies Newcomers LESSA for whom Shelley Ruocco also won 9 out of 10 had the satisfaction of completing the double over Grove 3.

Division 3A - real drama. The final match between Grove 2 and Olivetti Bibrar had all the emotions previously described and then some needing a draw to gain promotion at the first attempt. Olivetti lost to Grove 4-2; Nicole Meekings, on her birthday and Jane Bongers (a maximum from the set) ruined the Helen Shields otherwise unbeaten record. So, a 17 points each but in this case the rules say that the result between the two teams shall decide the issue - but wait for it! not over the weekend but over the season and at Stourbridge Olivetti had won 4-2 so it was over to the calculations of Peter Roden, 1st Grove 2, 2nd Olivetti Bibrar.

Although only showing with City of Milton Keynes Bayer Bradford topped over CMK to take first place in Division 2 as CMK also dropped points in draws with Vympura & Oakes. For bringing Katherine Goodhall won 8 from 8 Hull Sandhill 2 and Plymouth Pavilion who started the weekend in the two Division 1 promotion places were together in the same situation and so the real excitement was left until Sunday afternoon when they met each other. When Carol Gibbs played the set of the season events, returning her 100% record and running that of Jean Pearce the match stood at 2-all but with Alison Evans over Elaine Short and Samantha Marsden over Claire Pangley saw Hull home by 4 sets to 2 and divisional winners by 4 points - not as comfortable as it looks.

Premier division - and N.F.D. Grove march on, one set lost during the weekend (Helen Lower to Hull's Joanne Roberts) and the best wishes of all to Ian Marshall, Alison Gordon, Fiona Elliot, Andrea Holt and Helen as they attack Europe next season. A clean run for second place in Division 3A - Nicola Deaton's brace for Commonwealth All Stars in their drawn match with Hull Sandhill just not quite enough to stop their opponents from being runners up. In the opening two sessions Sanja Kuneva the Yugoslav playing for Fellows Cranleigh whilst losing all of the two Division 1 promotion places were rewarded with a cheque and three pieces of Crystal lets start in reverse order.

Division 3B. Clear cut winners here, sponsored by Kebbel Homes Fullers were one of only two teams to win 5 out of 5 over the weekend and Leasby Kent (6 out of...
**Focus Sport Development**

**HAVE you an unaffiliated league in your county and want to do them a big favour? Then get them to affiliate as soon as possible. They should be amply rewarded. The ETTA/SPC Focus Sport initiative will give table tennis a lot of support and local leagues will be among the main beneficiaries.**

**£250,000**

For a start of £14m it is going towards providing each of the ETTA's 10 regions with a full-time development officer plus part-time staff coaches for the next three years. That £14m spread among the counties gives around £25000 per county, available in development and coaching effort.

Each regional development officer will be guided by a plan agreed by the counties in the region.

Five of the development officer appointments have already been made. First to be appointed was Colin Wilson in the Greater London Region. Colin has been operating since February and is already beginning to make the Region buzz.

Firstly, like any good marketing man, he wanted to find out what people thought about his product. He sent a questionnaire to 650 coaches, officials, players and key organisations.

**Information**

Much helpful information has been obtained, including responses from groups concerned with the disabled, the Women's Sport Foundation, local authorities, sports centres and the organisers of the London Grants Scheme. An early gain has been financial and other assistance from the London Council for Sports and Recreation.

Meantime Colin had been active with a number of promotions. Some of the highlights are:

A pilot 'Play TT' scheme has introduced 80 youngsters to a ten-hour session including matchplay for beginners. The scheme is now being structured on a charitable trust and this month a programme of school exhibitions and coaching starts. Two London boroughs have

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Colin Wilson, the first Development Officer to be appointed</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**It is some time since table tennis has had full-time staff operating in the regions. And certainly we have never had the man/women hours that are now to be available for development.**

With regional development officers and staff coaches supported by their regional committees and Dixon Gray, as National Development Manager, a lot of new interest is going to be created.

Part of the job is going to be to find people to add to the loyal bands of enthusiasts within the Counties. Development is what it's all about but enthusiasm is the key!

Next month - more about the new RDOs and pin pictures of the staff coaches.

**Regional Staff Coaches**

- **North-West**: Stuart Sneyd
- **Northern**: To be appointed
- **Yorkshire/Humber**: Peter McQueen
- **W. Midlands**: Derek Marples
- **S. Midlands**: Ken Muhr
- **South-East**: Nigel Thomas
- **London**: Ken Muhr
- **Eastern**: Paul Tarrant
- **South-West**: Kevin Satchell

**And there's more...**

Apart from Sports Council support T.T. can also obtain financial help from the Foundation for Sport and the Arts.

We are pleased to be able to list below the following successful applicants to date.

Applications can be much helped by an endorsement from the ETTA at national level.

Please contact either Dixon Gray or Doreen Nightingale at Hastings. Address for applications is - Foundation for Sport and Arts, PO Box 666, Liverpool L69 7JN Tel: 051-524-0235/6.

---

**GRANTS IN RESPONSE TO TABLE TENNIS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>£</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expansion Table Tennis Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Neots Table Tennis Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wirral Table Tennis League</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falmouth Table Tennis Club (St Austell)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castle Hill Table Tennis Club (Maidstone)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakley Jets Table Tennis Club (Waldford)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enborne Lodge School (Newbury)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selby Table Tennis Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dulverton Table Tennis Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover &amp; District Table Tennis Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross Keys Youth Club (West Yate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.S. V. Table Tennis Club (Blackdown)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradford &amp; District Table Tennis Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leicester Area Training Centre for Table Tennis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruff Common Primary School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravesend &amp; District Table Tennis League</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table tennis club**

**Table nets and posts**

**Equipment**

**Lighting**

**New equipment**

**Set up table tennis**

**Schools table tennis club**

---

**TABLE TENNIS**

**L69 7JN Tel: 051-524-0235/6.**

---

**Eastern: Paul Tarrant**

**South-West**: Kevin Satchell

---

**TABLE TENNIS**

**L69 7JN Tel: 051-524-0235/6.**
Modern techniques and trends and the Coaching Response

By Ken Muhr

The following is a rough transcript of a talk I gave to Banbury coaches on Friday, 13th March, 1992. The comments are not all from my own observations, and I fully acknowledge contributions from David Fairholm, John Souter, Colin Wilson, Nick Jarvis, Jackie Bellinger and John Bulston (and, after the talk, from Don Parker). However, I do not claim that these experts would agree with everything I say, so that I must accept responsibility for how these ideas are pooled together. And they are generalised comments; inevitably there are always exceptions to them. There have been no totally new techniques recently, only the continuation and extension of trends started several years ago. I shall put these trends under separate headings, although they tend to be connected with each other. This paper relates more specifically to the men's game, which is generally several years ahead of the women's game (my authority is Jill Hammesley-Parker).

The trend towards two wing power

Top European players are getting stronger on both wings. Like the Hungarian men of the 1970s, Swedes such as Persson and Lindh (and sometimes Waldner), and the German Roskopf can hit hard on both forehand and backhand so that it is difficult to 'keep them out' (of making a strong attacking shot). Even control players such as Appelgren have had to strengthen their backhands as any weaknesses are exposed and exploited by opponents. There briefly was a slight trend towards more back-hand dominated players such as Grubba of Poland and the Mazunov brothers of Russia, but this is now declining as opponents can better handle the powerful backhand loops and exploit the relatively weaker forehands. In fact for some time now Grubba has executed a much improved forehand whilst the Mazunovs are slipping back in the world rankings. Players with strong backhands need to have strong - even more powerful - forehands. If anything, there is now a return to players running round their backhands to get in their forehands. For example, even though they have excellent backhands, stars such as Persson and Roskopf are fast enough to run round to hit the ball hard with their forehands and recover. This also gives them more variety of response on the backhand wing.

Generally players are using stream-lined (forward travelling), medium or longer length strokes to hit the ball very hard with full commitment. The backhand is produced from the hip, with extra leverage from the elbow and shoulder and a 'snap' of the wrist. Although it is still played from a squarish stance, the emphasis is on power drive rather than the short, sharp foldover of the Stellan Bengtsson era.

The forehand drive is (usually) produced from a side square stance with the bat coming from behind (rather than below) the ball and a smooth transfer of weight, pushing off from the back leg and rotating through the knees, hip and shoulders to the front foot. The top Europeans do not use 'bicycle' glue as a substitute for this weight transfer. To enhance power, they do a lot of physical training and are particularly strong in their legs, for power and speed of movement.

Because two wing power is so vital, table exercises involving both players playing from both wings are becoming even more important. At their simplest they can start from 'Xs and Hs', but exercises can be quite complex. And it is also matters that players can hit the ball straight as well as cross court, so this must be practised.

Bicycle Glue

Virtually all attacking players at international level are now using it. They 'glue up' before every match. It increases spin, speed and control on topspin shots - and possibly also control in blocking/chop blocking and parrying loops. But it is also harder to serve and return tight spinny serves.

Even with vulcanising glue the top players still use a body action, unlike some English juniors who just let the bat do the work and play lazy, arm only strokes. In this Waldner has a lot to answer for - his apparent relaxed, laid back (cool), effortless approach has been copied by many youngsters who don't have his superb natural talent, anticipation and fluidity of movement. (In fact Waldner does have good body movement when he is attacking.)

With 'bicycle' glue there is less need to start the bat low to loop, though the player may still do so if playing against heavy chop or away from the table. In order to gain power, even against chop, players will normally start from behind the ball, brushing over the top of it with a heavy whip of the forearm and wrist to produce the maximum speed and spin.

There is a debate in English coaching over when juniors should start on glue. Using it too early may stunt good footwork and body action, because there is less time to recover (if it comes back, the ball will come back sooner), less need at a basic level to recover (you will play more outflight winners and make more mistakes so there are shorter rallies), and you can get away with hand/eye/arm strokes.

Glue used improperly is also a health hazard. But if the attacking player wants to get on it is a definite advantage and facilitates some stroke production that is very difficult without cut.

Ken Muhr

To be continued in October's issue.
Kostner takes Junior Open

GERMANY'S Sascha Kostner took the Boys Singles trophy at the English Junior Open, when he beat Japan's Ichirou Imaeda, 13 and 14 in the final, at the Spa Royal Hall, Bridlington, last May.

In the semi-finals Kostner beat Japan's Kinjiro Nakamura -19, 17, 16, whilst Imaeda defeated Sweden's David Gustafsson 16, 15, last year's champion.

This year's Girls Singles final was an all Japanese affair, with Rika Matsuoka defeating her team mate Toshie Murakami 17 and 14.

Sweden won the Boys Doubles when David Gustafsson and Fredrik Hakansson beat Japan's Kinjiro Nakamura and Ichirou Imaeda, 17 and 14.

Girls Doubles Champions were Japan's Rika Matsuoka and Keiko Okazaki, when they overpowered Sweden's Maria Persson and Tina Johnson, 14 and 14.

Cadet Boys winner was Germany's David Assenheimer and the Cadet Girls winner, who was also from Germany, was Nadine Schmidt.

The Boys team winners were Japan, who beat Sweden 3-2, and the Girls team champions were Japan who defeated England's Sally Marling and Kate Goodhall 3-0 in the final.

However, we did taste victory in the Girls Team Plate competition with Nicola Deaton and Linda Radford beating Germany's Nadine Schmidt and Nina Wolf 2-0.

EXPRESS SPORTS
For The Very Best Prices
RING 0825 764566

SRIVER  ONLY £14.50
VARIO    ONLY £15.99
MK V     ONLY £16.50
FRIENDSHIP ONLY £18.99
TACKINESS Chop/Drive ONLY £18.99
DONIC All Round Blades ONLY £16.50
DONIC Powerplay Blades ONLY £17.99

★ NEW BUTTERFLY STUTTGART CLOTHING ★

T/SUITS All Sizes ONLY £49.99
(Navy with Purple/White/Mint)
SHIRTS All Sizes ONLY £19.99
(Black with Magenta)
SHORTS All Sizes ONLY £13.99
(Black with Magenta)

We accept Visa, Access, Cheques or Postal Orders

Please send your order to:
19 Campbell Close, Uckfield, Sussex OR
Ring 0825 764566

For a full range of prices please ring for our price list
Four holders retain titles

ENGLISH SCHOOLS TABLE TENNIS ASSOCIATION NATIONAL TEAM CHAMPIONSHIPS

FOUR of the eight holders retained their titles when the National Finals of the English Schools’ Team Championships were played at the Les Green Sports Centre in Denbighshire. Penicuik Academy, Birkenhead (Gals 16 and Boys 11), Grove School, Market Drayton (Gals 19) and Archbishop Cranmer, Leeds (Gals 13) all coming on top for a second successive season.

Bedford Modern (Boys 19), Whitgift, Croydon (Boys 16) and Archbishop Cranmer (Gals 11), all of whom relinquished trophies in 1990, were back with new squads. It resulted in a blank day for the newcomers to the Final Day, but the likes of Birkenhead 6th Form College, Sutton High, St. Helens, North Leamington, Warwickshire, Christleton C.P., Chester and West St. Leonards C.P., Hastings all will have benefited from the experience at top level and those still in the education system in twelve months time will be out to go one better.

As enthusiastic Bedford, who dominated the B19 event in the late 80s with three wins in a five year period, and had only lost Mask (28) in the higher echelons of the national Junior rankings, had good wins over Grove (5-3) and Birkenhead (7-4) with Mask coming undeterred through his four outings and picking up excellent wins over the opposing No.s 1, Edde Wannery and Mark Newns, a record which deservedly brought him the Boys ‘Best Performance Award’ at the end of the day.

In the parallel Girls event, there was no stopping Holders Grove, who raced away to victory with the loss of only one game, and it was a fitting end to a fine career in School’s T.T. for the Shipmate team’s captain, Claire Marshall, whose loyalty and sportsmanship – or should it be sportsmanship? - are an example of all that is best in our sport.

Whitgift School, Croydon, the 1990 winners, came through to take the honours in the Boys 16, with highly rated top pair Darren Blake and Stephen Larkham both returning clean sheets. In the final game the London team (U16) faced Headington High, St. Helens with the loss of only one game, but the Lancashire lads, in their first year in the competition, were in no way disadvantaged by the 7-1 score.

Jennie Coleman and Claire Rowsland (Penicuik) and Nicola Gains (Parkview, Barrow-in-Furness) were all unbeaten when the sides met in the final game in the G16 group with the holders coming out on top 5-3, while the Essex club also claimed the Boys 10 title with the loss of only one game, with the quartet the squad which had won the Under 11 event twelve months previously, and a new combination moved smoothly in to blow the Boys 11 top spot.

Also returning ‘day’s honours’ were Archbishop Cranmer Middle School, Leeds in their final year in the Championships before the school closes its doors for the last time in July.

It was a third successive win for the Under 13 team, which shows only one change from that which first opened up at Under 11 level in 1990 - and that change was the result of a player having left the area.

The two Nicolls, Smith and Shaun, both of whom have represented the Country at Junior level, set the pace with four wins each, while the first named collecting the ‘Girls Best Performance’ award after three years without losing a game in any stage of the competition.

SCHOOL REPORT

By Rea Balford

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

TEAM EVENTS:


INDIVIDUAL EVENTS:

Senior Boys: Jonathan Cowan (IRS) bt. Stephen Hill (WAL)

Senior Girls: Linda Redford (ENG) bt. Claire Marshall (IRL)

Intermediate Boys: Kevin Hodgson (ENG) bt. Darren Blake (ENG)

Intermediate Girls: Amanda Cooke (ENG) bt. Philippa Ueland (ENG)

Cadet Boys: Kevin Dolder (ENG) bt. David Smith (ENG)

Cadet Girls: Kathryn Woodward (ENG) bt. Nicola Silburn (IRL)

(Chosen) removed the younger Caroline Watt (Cumbria) in three, but probably the best victory achieved by the English girls was that of Caroline in Round 1, where she scored a straight sets victory over Irish No.1 Amanda Cooke.

In the Intermediate Girls Lynsey Haywood (Dorset), Sally Russell (Norfolk), with Natasha Martin (Staffs) eliminated Tracey Gerratt (Shropshire), Nicola Massingham (Lincoln) and Glynis Ashburn (Stafford) in the last eight, but it was Natasha Williams who had the last word as she overcame Martin in straight sets.

As did the Cadet Boys, the Cadet Girls final produced a trans-Pennine battle with, once again - although it was a Yorkshire man who said it - the west coast coming out on top as Kathryn Woodward accounted for Nicola Silburn (Yorkshire), while there was a ‘Consolation’ for one of the novel players on the circuit in Rebecca Sparkes (Stafford), who beat Ireland’s Andrea Glover in the ‘Plate’ final.

So, after a first class tournament in excellent playing conditions and with accommodation on site at the magnificent Welsh Institute of Sport, the 1991/92 Schools’ International can be wrapped up with the results summary below. Players from all the competing countries were still be within the education system will be taking twelve months ahead to Scotland, where I understand that our Welsh friends will play hosts at the Cannock School Sports Complex in the historic city of Penz.
Comfortable win for Clayton

STIGA NATIONAL MASTERS

On arrival at Bracknell it was nice to see Tony Clayton and Brian Burn, both former star players, returning to the tournament scene after many years to play in their first vets competition, plus their Dorset colleague Tony Hold, who has entered one of our tournaments before. The event began with a rare group defeat for that famous actor Henry Brist, taking a rare break from treating the board, to a boisterous player of his, Keith Horton 2/0. Some strange scoring in the men's doubles saw Ark of Holman/Short bt Crawley/Burn 15, 22 and Gibbs/Corking bt Schofield/Thorner after the holders, 21, 20 and then bt Holman/Short 18, 19 in the final. The day ended sadly for Kent with my attempt to get us back in the stormy division by drowning all three of Dorsets men players falling badly. Sadly they all survived, but surely Barry Hills attempt to explain to his wife with the incredible story of how he came by his crashes on his first weekend away must have failed! On to Sunday and some interesting results needed as follows: Hieung Sin Montgomerie bt Geoff Box 19, 19 18 from 13/6 down in 3rd, Gaussi Meckelby bt Brian Simmonds 18 -23, 18, David Hase (nice to see you recovered Dave) bt Dave Solon 14 -15 and Gordon Chapman's chauffeur, Frank Harris bt Chris Jacob 16 19, 18

Round 1 miraculous Matt Shetler bt Andy Monsie 15 19 14 with Matt apparently turning his best round the other way from usual and confusing poor Andy, by the way, Dave Westman bt Dave Burn 15 15 14, Montgomery bt John Milward 13 16, Keith Holman bt Horton 13 14, Brian Reeves bt Chris Newell 12 10 15, Stuart Gibbs bt Brian Allison 16 19 17, last years conqueror of Denis Nelder John Whitley bt down to Ken Phillips 11 11, Chris Shetler bt Phil Newton 18 11 14, Harvey bt Harvey 21 19, and Arturas Chivest bt Barry Hill 20 14, Paul Lockwood bt Dave Bowles 8 16 19, Mike Short bt Harvey 11 14 and Pablo Beck bt Norman Bagni 10 13 14 (definitively match this one)

Round 2 saw Shetler bt Timwelsh 13 14 18, Burn bt Gunson 13 15, Westman bt Montgomery 6 23, Powell bt Chapman 9 16, Sconn Street bt Warren bt Roberts 7 9 16 18, Croucher bt Julian 9 16, Chivers bt Haua 2 6, Nick Short bt Lockwood 19 14 and Paul Collins bt Nick 17 27/1 I think the highest scoring game of my event!

Round 3 Clayton bt Shetler 14 19, Holman bt Burn 14 17, Westman bt Benefield 16 18 15, Corking by Powell 12 19, Dave Harvey bt Collins 20 10, Reeves bt Warren 18 8 18 (Connie just failing to pull through despite his 3rd, perhaps the turning point coming when Reeves made an amazing return of a loop and then dumped to stop the drop shot. Gibbs bt Shetler 20 18 and Short bt Chivers 19 16.

Quarter Finals Clayton bt

Famous actor Henry Buist

The Magnificent Seven

WORLD VETERANS CHAMPIONSHIPS by Brian Halliday

This, the 6th Veterans World Championships took place in Dublin and attracted entries from 30 countries. There were 30 gold medals at stake and two nations dominated to such an extent that over half the gold medals available went to Germany with 9 and England with 7 category events. Even so, two medals at both over 80 categories. The deciding game was remarkable with Nigel on a high and scoring 21-7 up. When then unbelievably took the next two points by just 10-17 only for Nigel to stage another loss to the drop and die to win 22-10. No wonder he danced on the table. A word of special praise for the Czech who was very sporting and controlled in defeat. Connie Moran and Dennis Schofield took the bronze medals in the over 50 doubles and there was another excellent performance from G Knaugel who went out at the quarter final stage in the over 60's singles.

The hot favourite for the men over 60 title Liang Ge Liang duly obliged. Runner-up Jacques Berthoud, quite the force of yesteryear, managed to take a game in the final. Liang learned up with the very impressive Hamer Lammers of Germany to win the doubles at the expense of his compatriot. Germany, Berthoud and his very droll partner Petriuk won a bronze medal.

As in the last 2 worlds Tony Hold dominated the over 50's mens event. Nobody was really prepared to falter him out of extraordinary tilt and his unique playing method, which seems to rely on an unreadable half volley. The only person in the hall who seemed to appreciate him was the doubles partner Jann Heisen who duly won gold.

The best of the ladies over 40's where Brigitte Raba of Germany's Jutta Trapp taking silver 21-17, 21-17, 21-17. After the Baltimore problems two years ago there were reservations as to how the event would organise an event involving 1300 players and some 6000 matches. Of course there were a few hiccups but by and large the organisation was a credit to the Irish Association. The long delays that plagued the States were kept to a minimum and the general facilities were very good.

A wonderful week of table tennis for players of all standards from all over the world. Roll on Melbourne in 1994.
In three matches they played, Rawson was the victor each time. The first meeting was in the final of the Mens Paraplegic team event, with Rawson and partner Arnie Chan from the Nottingham Panthers Club providing a minor upset in defeating Robinson and Martin Evans from the Rookwood club in Wales, 3-0.

The Mens Paraplegic team event provided a much more exciting final. With Welsh Wizard Jim Munkley the British Paraplegic No.1 in fine form being partnered by Paul "Dubby" Daviss representing Rookwood. The match was always going to be close against the 1991 champions, the Independent pairing of rising young star David Russell (journalistic license) and the exiled Scott John Gunn. And as it proved to be, Munkley defeated both Russell and Gunn two straight but the Independent pair both beat Daviss. The crucial match was the doubles and as in 1991, the better balanced Independent team ran out victors.

The Mixed Paraplegic event introduced another fine Welsh prospect in Claire Hartin who, partnering with old campaginer Dawn Jackson lifted gold defeating the Independent pairing of Lynn Bridg and Megan Martin. Hartin continues to improve as she has within the last four years having a long international career ahead of her.

On to the Class Singles. The mens class 1 singles was played on a fast court with Jim Richardson, winning all four of his matches taking gold. The "bunch match" as the series came against Jeff Davey of Oswestry who took Richardson all the way finally losing 21-18 in the final leg. That was Davey's only loss and he filled the silver medal position. John Senior of Hexham finished in the bronze medal position.

The mens class 2 singles was an altogether more tense affair with a few seconds to be settled over the recent selection for the Paralympics. The top four seeds made their way quite easily to the semi final stage and then battle commenced. In the first semi final, Barons bound Jim Munkley faced Mick Dolan from Ponteland. The Welshman never gave Dolan a chance to use his most effective shot, the up and under, and was on top of the whole game. With a flashing backhand drive down the line he unrelenting his authority to win 21-10, 21-18.

The second semi final pitched David Russell, also off to Spain, against his gold medal partner in the team event, John Gunn. This was Gunn's chance to prove the selectors wrong in their choice for Spain and Russell was aware of it. The first leg was a see saw affair which looked to be heading Russell's way when he held a 20-17 lead. However, the tenacious Bootman battled back to take the set 22-20. The second set saw Russell in control and with some fine angle play took the set 21-14. On to the final set. Gunn made a storming start winning all five of his services leaving Russell reeling. The boy from Berkshire recomposed himself and stunned Gunn by winning the next nine points. With this it seemed that Gunn had run out of ammunition and Russell comfortably held the advantage to win 21-12.

The mens class 3 event was undoubtedly the toughest to win. The seeding proved to be accurate with the top seeds taking the semi final berths. The first pitched Neil Robinson the number 1 seed against his conqueror in the team event, Nottingham's James Rawson. Being in love is suing the Nottingham man and with his Irish sweetness, he was in heaven on him, he again nullified the wicked topspin of the Welshman with some remarkable control. There was nothing Robinson could do to stop a victory less being posted to Rawson's face in an unashamed show of emotion as he clinched a place in the final, 21-16, 21-17. The second semi final was a far more sedate affair with Phil Evans of Oswestry always in control against Desmond Douglas lookalike Tim Phillips. The final score told of a close match but actually took place with Evans sealing a place against former Rawson 21-19, 21-18. The final proved to be one of the games of the championships with a range of shots straight out of the top drawer by both players. Fine angle met fine angle, heavy top spin met superb blocking and there were some serves which Chen would be proud of. Locked at 20-20 in the first Rawson pulled two points out of the hat to take the first set. The second set followed the same pattern with some superb table tennis being played. It was however, the left handed Lancastrian who took the second set 21-17. With fingerbacl latching the door the match moved to the final set. Rawson-Evans, Evans-Rawson, the match swung back and forth until the pendulum finally stopped in Evans favour and a superb backhand sealed the title with a final set 21-15.

The Mens class 4 singles saw little surprise with Nottingham's Arnie Chan defeating Ponteland's Dave Gardner in the final 21-12, 22-24, 21-15. There was a slight upset in the semi final of the mens class 5 singles with Mick Prendergast of Lodge Moor beating veteran international John Pyne two straights, but Rookwood's Martin Evans proved too powerful an opponent in the final sweeping Prendergast aside 21-10, 21-16. The biggest shock of the whole tournament came in the ladies class 1-3 singles when, at the semi final stage, Great Britain No 1 Val Beck lost to veteran Gill Matthews who has been a name for many a year 21-19, 17-21, 18-21. The other semi final pitched Jane Blackburn of Essex against Dawn Jackson of Wrexham. This was also Jackson's chance to prove the selectors wrong but a burst blood vessel in her arm early in the match restricted her from playing her best table tennis and Blackburn eased past 21-12, 21-16.

There was no repeat of the semi final upset in Matthews favour and she found herself totally outclassed as Blackburn sprayed winners down either wing to win 21-4, 21-13. Small entries in the ladies class 4 and 5 events heralded no real upsets with Julia Mitchell and Megan Martin winning the respective events.

The womens open event again found Val Beck against Gill Matthews at the semi final stage but the number 1 seed did not make any mistake on the occasion and progressed to the final 21-13, 21-17. Her opponent was to be Jane Blackburn who made her way effortlessly to the final. Blackburn went inspired from as she completed a double gold success beating Beck 21-17, 21-15 to finish the weekend without dropping a set.

The mens open singles was Neil Robinson's last chance to win a gold in these championships and he progressed effortlessly through to the last four. Unfortunately for him so had James Tomed Dolan and they met for the third time over the weekend. Rawson ran out the 21-12, 22-20 winner to cap a remarkable hat trick of wins against the GB number 1.

The bottom half of the draw heralded an upset when, in the quarter final stage, up and coming Dave Gardner's defensive resistance saw him defeat number 2 seed Arnie Chan. This proved to be Gardner's swansong as Martin Evans of Rookwood proved too powerful in the semi final and it was he who progressed to the final with a 21-17, 21-14 victory.

The question on everyone's lips was would Evans gain revenge for his Welsh compatriots three defeats by Rawson and lift this most prestigious domestic title, or would Rawson, renowned for his technique to be, be crowned King James of Nottingham.

The Nottingham man again proved to be a dragon slayer. With Dolan unable to control enough with his heavy topspin and with Rawson, combining excellent defence with a wide variation of shots, in determined mood, the match although close was always going Rawson's way and he was crowned champion of Great Britain after winning 21-19, 21-17.
Disappointment at Topolcany

In contrast to 1991, Topolcany (pronounced Topple - chimney) in Czechoslovakia did not yield any medals for our junior table tennis team, nor were there any inspiring performances in the individual events.

In the team events, it is the initial group matches that decide a team's fate. If you do not finish in the top 2, then you cannot play off for a place higher than 13. Only the Junior girls managed to be placed in the top 2 of their group, 2nd behind CIS, but ahead of Croatia who they had beaten 3-2 in a nail-biting win when Sally Marling defeated their number 2 Sandra Sever 17, -18, 18 to clinch the win. A similar 3-2 win versus Sweden ensured second place. The girls were conceivably in with a chance of a medal, but they would have to win their next group, which consisted of Italy and Netherlands. Respective 3-1 and 3-2 defeats meant playing off for positions 9 to 12. Their final position of 10th equalled last year.

The Junior boys, who finished 15th, one up on 1991, in my opinion did extremely well considering the strength of the opposition. Having finished 3rd in the initial group, they had to play Slovenia and Finland. Winning this group would mean playing for places 13 to 16. The first match against Slovenia and we were 3-0 down. Alex Perry and Edward Hatley then proceeded to take the doubles 14 in the third, Alex won his next singles as did Richard Hyacinth but, Chris Sladden, after an excellent game just failed and we lost 3-4. As Finland had previously beaten Slovenia, a loss to them would have left us no better than 21st. However, in another inspired performance, we won 4-2 after being 1-2 down, Alex Perry and Richard Hyacinth taking the doubles 14 in the third, Alex won his next singles as did Richard Hyacinth but, Chris Sladden, after an excellent game just failed and we lost 3-4. As Finland had previously beaten Slovenia, a loss to them would have left us no better than 21st. However, in another inspired performance, we won 4-2 after being 1-2 down, Alex Perry and Richard Hyacinth taking the doubles 14 in the third, Alex won his next singles as did Richard Hyacinth but, Chris Sladden, after an excellent game just failed and we lost 3-4. As Finland had previously beaten Slovenia, a loss to them would have left us no better than 21st. However, in another inspired performance, we won 4-2 after being 1-2 down, Alex Perry and Richard Hyacinth taking the doubles 14 in the third, Alex won his next singles as did Richard Hyacinth but, Chris Sladden, after an excellent game just failed and we lost 3-4. As Finland had previously beaten Slovenia, a loss to them would have left us no better than 21st. However, in another inspired performance, we won 4-2 after being 1-2 down, Alex Perry and Richard Hyacinth taking the doubles 14 in the third, Alex won his next singles as did Richard Hyacinth but, Chris Sladden, after an excellent game just failed and we lost 3-4. As Finland had previously beaten Slovenia, a loss to them would have left us no better than 21st. However, in another inspired performance, we won 4-2 after being 1-2 down, Alex Perry and Richard Hyacinth taking the doubles 14 in the third, Alex won his next singles as did Richard Hyacinth but, Chris Sladden, after an excellent game just failed and we lost 3-4. As Finland had previously beaten Slovenia, a loss to them would have left us no better than 21st. However, in another inspired performance, we won 4-2 after being 1-2 down, Alex Perry and Richard Hyacinth taking the doubles 14 in the third, Alex won his next singles as did Richard Hyacinth but, Chris Sladden, after an excellent game just failed and we lost 3-4. As Finland had previously beaten Slovenia, a loss to them would have left us no better than 21st. However, in another inspired performance, we won 4-2 after being 1-2 down, Alex Perry and Richard Hyacinth taking the doubles 14 in the third, Alex won his next singles as did Richard Hyacinth but, Chris Sladden, after an excellent game just failed and we lost 3-4. As Finland had previously beaten Slovenia, a loss to them would have left us no better than 21st. However, in another inspired performance, we won 4-2 after being 1-2 down, Alex Perry and Richard Hyacinth taking the doubles 14 in the third, Alex won his next singles as did Richard

Write a CAPTAINS REPORT.

CAPTAINS REPORT

THE journey out to Topolcany went extremely well despite a few anxious moments at Heathrow. A bomb scare on the underground plus Richard Hyacinth forgetting his passport were overcome and the party of 20 arrived in Vienna only 30 minutes late. The journey to Topolcany went very well taking 3 hours. The playing conditions and organisation were first class. The accommodation was very basic, probably the minimum acceptable conditions. The food improved over the first few days but still required supplementing to ensure a satisfactory diet. Tim Holder had an excellent job making sure that the dietary intake, including much needed fluids, was looked after.

Despite certain countries looking upon this event as a sort of open, our coaches did an excellent job maintaining discipline in our camp and we had no major problems. In my opinion it was not a case of the teams performing badly but of a case of them performing to their full potential which, unfortunately, for a number of reasons, is not to a medal chance standard with the exception of the Junior Girls.

was followed by beating Cyprus 3-0 and playing Slovenia again for 25th place. The 3-0 defeat was disappointing.

The Cadet Girls had a difficult act to follow. Last year's 3rd position was never possible, and anything above 24 would be a good effort. In the end, the girls played off for places 21 to 24 having only defeated Scotland in their first two groups. When Latvia did not turn up for their match against us, we played them by default or 22nd and lost 1-3, with Shelley Ruocco being the only winner against Debra Balboni 14, 7.

On the boys' side, the reality is that we are distinctly behind many other of the top European nations. The Swedes and Germans will invariably produce good players as will the former Eastern bloc countries. But now too so are the Spanish who only just lost 3-4 to Austria (16th) in the first groupings 1 to 12 if they had beaten Denmark 4-3 in the first group instead of losing by the same score, The Italians finished 10th and they had a player - Mondello - who, in my view, had the best forehand and backhand smashes of any player at the tournament, who reached the semi-final of the Boys' singles and would have had as good a chance as anyone of winning a medal.

Moddings put up a good effort. In the end, the only successes in the team events were: Sally Marling 5 out of 7, Vince Avery 9 out of 13, Kate Goodhall 5 out of 8, Alex Perry 6 out of 11 and Richard Hyacinth 7 out of 11.

Results of the singles matches:

**BOYS**
- Perry I Angel (Swe) -13, 18, -10
- Hycinth I Krall (Cze) -11, -16
- Hatley I Zonzling (Swe) -7, -7
- Sladden I Stankovitch (Lith) 19, -12, -13
- Avery I Rithdy (Swe) 18, -11, -17
- Meddings bt Toos (Cro) 13, 17
- Tatalanov (Bul) 22, -19
- Slatonin I Molin (Swe) 6, 6

**GIRLS**
- Goodhall bt Thine (Bel) 13, 15, -12
- I Savu (Rom) 5, -15, -13
- Marling bt Mertensbakke (Nor) 15, -9, -10
- Scheppens (Bel) 12, 14
- Finter (Rum) 19, -16, -16
- Deaton I Molnar (Hun) 19, -16, -16
- Radford I Orge (Tur) -16, -16
- Ruocco I Dermastija (Sol) -14, -19
- Davies I Poloncics (Slo) -9, -11
- Ashdown I Marang (Cro) -20, -14
- Woodward I Abas (lib) 6, -10, -16

**CONFERENCE NOW OPEN**

PAGE 25
Foundations laid in Berlin

TABLE TENNIS BECOMES AN ORGANISED SPORT

New Beginnings

1926 was a year of unusual political and social significance. The horrors of the First World War were receding into a distant memory and the dawn of youth everywhere was bursting with energy, optimism and fresh ideas. It was the year of the Charleston, a frantic, rhythmic dance that swept the world soon becoming an even greater craze than the ‘Ping-Pong’ explosion of the early 1900s. An eighteen year old American girl, Gertrude Ederle, made the front page news when she became the first woman to swim from France to England and, adding to the excitement, in April of that year, a Princess was born and christened Elizabeth. She later became the revered Queen of England. It was indeed a year of new beginnings.

1926 was also the year when ten dedicated enthusiasts met in the clubhouse of a Berlin lawn tennis club and initiated the International Table Tennis Federation (the ITTF). The meeting took place on 16th January, and those present were Dr. Georg Lehmann (in the chair), F. Gruber and P. Zinn (Germany), E. Freudehaim (Austria), Hon. J. Montagu, W. Pope and G. Ross (England), Dr. R. Jacob, Z. Mecheleit and D. Pecsi (Hungary). Although this meeting is now a recognised milestone in the history of table tennis it poses an interesting question; how did members of four different Associations come to be in Berlin at the same time and in the same place? They came together at the invitation of Dr. George Lehmann, then President of the Deutscher Tisch Tennis Bund, to participate in a friendly inter-country competition. It was not an official international tournament but more of an ego trip for a few who played an advanced game of ‘Ping-Pong’. The personal invitation may well, of course, have been a device by Dr. Lehmann to use a tournament as a means of assembling national enthusiasts.

Dr. Lehmann foresaw great possibilities for the game he loved so dearly and it was his brainstorm that a committee be formed to organise and administer table tennis on an international basis. Therefore, contrary to popular belief, it was not Ivor Montagu but the far sighted Dr. Lehmann who was the founder-initiator of the ITTF. There is evidence that Ivor Montagu was democratically elected as the first official Chairman (the office has since become President) and it was he who, by his own brand of oratory, diplomacy and organisational skill, shaped what had been merely a fashionable parlour game into an athletic spectator sport. The development of table tennis throughout the world owes much to the wise decisions taken by the splendidly inventive administrator.

Although initially it had been decided to classify the tournament as the European Championships, the inclusion of Indian players made rather a mockery of the title. In retrospect therefore, it was agreed to alter the name to the First World Table Tennis Championship. A new era had begun under the leadership of Chairman Ivor Montagu, only 22 at this time.

Ivor Montagu

Only very occasionally there burst upon the scene someone whose multifarious talents seem to surpass those of all contemporaries, someone who is able to shed lustre on even the most mundane things. Such a person was Ivor Montagu, writer, orator, diplomat, sportsman and leader.

Ivor was born in 1904, the third son of the 2nd Lord Swaythling. Although born into the upper middle class with a university education, he seemed to have a certain contempt for hereditary privileges although he retained his inherited title. He was a passionate but non-violent Communist and, although his beliefs were well intentioned, it is understandable that they were strongly resented in some quarters.

His personal life was happy and although his beloved wife, whom he fondly called ‘Hell’ (from her maiden name of Hellstern) was not often introduced in public, they were very close. In his later years, at least, he was a rather ambling, unkempt figure, but even when dressed in an old khaki shirt and baggy trousers he had a quiet dignity and commanding presence that was almost hypnotic. He was an influential person in the film world and co-wrote the screen play for the epic ‘Scott of the Antarctic’ (1948), in addition to producing several other quality films. Numbered among his friends were Charlie Chaplin and the great Russian film director Eisenstein. Zoology was also one of his special interests and he went on trips to research and write about the habits of rare animals; on one occasion he went to the Gobi Desert, Mongolia and wrote a treatise on the sex life of a wild camel which was thought to be extinct. For relaxation he was a passionate lover of cricket and spent many happy hours at Lords where he was a privileged member of the MCC. Anyone who knew him soon found that his interests seemed to be inexhaustible and his knowledge quite staggering. It was however his connection with table tennis for which he will be most remembered. He became Chairman of the English Table Tennis Association at the tender age of 17 and five years later the Founder-Chairman (then President) of the ITTF, thus embarking on a table tennis career of high office that spread over the subsequent forty years. He died in November, 1984, only a few weeks after his wife.
Watch your blood pressure

WITH over two hundred watches in their current range, Casio Electronics are famous for having a watch to suit almost every requirement. Now, they say, by revolutionary technology, Casio has manufactured a watch that is capable of monitoring both your blood pressure and your pulse.

The BP-100 is no larger than a conventional watch and, of course, incorporates the traditional timekeeping functions of a digital watch but also incorporates sensors that can monitor pulse rate and blood pressure - both systolic and diastolic (refer to your medical book).

The BP-100 is not intended as a diagnostic instrument designed to replace normal blood pressure measurements taken by qualified medical personnel, especially in the case of people suffering cardiac complaints. But sporting and keep fit enthusiasts can monitor their pulse rate and blood pressure during training and store up to 30 readings in the BP-100's memory bank for future comparison. This translates to a full month of daily readings and each set of data will include the date and time the measurement was taken.

Soft drink?

SPORTS drinks are big business. But are they effective, which do you choose and how do they work? It's a confusing market, but one that affects most sporty people at some stage in their careers.

The latest import comes with the message - When you have had a hard game, the last thing you need is a soft drink! Isostar claim they are Europe's top sports drink and say their research has provided a unique formula.

Isostar claim their publicity handout, has four different carbohydrates as sources of short, medium and long term energy. Six minerals to replace those lost during sweating and nine vitamins to help supply energy to the muscles.

To back up their case they point to studies in Universities such as Maastricht, Strasbourg and Aberdeen which show that a 2 per cent loss in body weight i.e. 3lbs in a ten stone person, causes a drop in performance of up to 20 per cent.

Pathways to excellence

LATER this year the British Institute of Sports Coaches, in conjunction with the National Coaching Foundation, will be staging an International Congress, entitled 'Pathways to Excellence', which will examine the needs of the growing child in competitive sport.

The programme will be of vital interest to all who are working with young people in sport, and will identify those essential ingredients which combine to ensure that the process of nurturing talent is achieved in a positive way.

In addition to key presentations there will be group sessions and case studies to illustrate examples of good practice. Further details from: The British Institute of Sports Coaches, 2 College Close, Beckett Park, Leeds LS8 3GH.

Harry Boyle leaves MY Sports

SALES Director Harry Boyle has left MY Sports, the distributors of Halex table tennis balls. Taking over his position will be managing director Merrick Wolman and marketing director Jonathan Singleton.

"He played a major role in helping us retain and maintain credibility with the trade and I am sorry that he will be leaving," said Mr. Wolman.

OFFICIAL OLYMPICS BALL

AS one of the finest table tennis balls in the world, the Nittaku has been in nearly every world championship for the last 20 years and was the official ball of the Olympics in Barcelona and will be at the World Championships in Sweden next year.

Also approved by the International Table Tennis Federation and the ETTA, we shall obviously be seeing more of our Japanese friend in future tournaments.

THE CHAMPIONS CHOICE

JORG ROSSKOPF the 1992 European Mens Singles winner and Bettine Vrieskoop the Ladies Singles winner both used JOOLA table tennis equipment to win this major event. Follow the champions and change up to JOOLA.

NATIONWIDE SPORTS are stockists of the full range of JOOLA equipment. Also the very best selection from NITTAKU, DONIC, BUTTERFLY, TIBHAR and other popular brands.

For information on our low prices, clearance lines and new products send for a FREE colour catalogue today to ....

NATIONWIDE SPORTS

TEL: 081 339 9877

162 Chiltern Drive, Berrylands, Surbiton, Surrey. KT5 8LS
CORRECTION

IN the last issue of the magazine (No. 27), Vic McGregor was described as the only Eskimo (inuit, as they like to be called now) in the village. Curiously enough, we had written that he was the only non-Eskimo in the village. While it is rather intriguing to think of an Eskimo named McGregor, it is unlikely that we shall see them tossing the ball in the iceberg games. We could understand if it were Cohen - then he would probably be one of the Eskimoses. It is well known that they were God's friends, and that the umpire had in conclusion that the umpire had in consultation with various neutral spectators, one of whom was an American International品位 considered the proposal: 'Ausser der Reihenfolge' - 'Out of order.' Perhaps one of our German readers would like to comment. I thought the joke was well played, and the game was won by Germany with a creeping ball over the net, and a glancing edge to rub it in! It's a hard life, Maggie! An interesting point came up about a current issue being marketed as 'Ausser der Reifenfolge.'

We have received the following letter from Andy (George Hodgson) Seaborn, as follows:

The time has come the wait isaison. A chance for us to name whom you and any old players. We'd like to change. Which would improve our game.

The rules are: long, the rules are: Stuck. There is no doubt that Is it legal, the shirt, the serve. The number on the bat?

But to the players, do we need To shed a little light. The only rule now plays begun: 'The umpire's always right!!'

On a more serious note, you asked for contributions for Umpires' Corner. My thoughts probably won't generate as much hot air as the topic on 'volleying,' but as follows:

1. I am still concerned about umpires friendly for doubles. My logic? That there are, probably, 10 times more 'let services than wrong side services, particularly when players tend to serve short to prevent their opponent getting a loop immediately. Standing close to the net, looking down on it is not ideal and a number of let services can easily be missed by the umpire but noticed by the players. Solution - Allow the service to be as in singles, thus removing the need for the centre line. This would allow the umpire to sit, thus being at a more convenient height for detecting let services, and at the same time, reducing the number of decisions to be made during a service. Not a new idea I know, but worth discussion.

2. I am also concerned about Law 6.6.5. regarding where the ball is struck in service. I am convinced that the entire service, from the start to when the ball is struck, should take place in front of the body. There are two main reasons for this proposal:
   a. Whilst umpires (and assistants) sit in line with the net, it is almost impossible to make a judgment whether the ball is struck behind the line of the body or not. b. Thus would also ensure that the whole of the service action can be seen by the umpire.

This would require the removal of the ‘b’ words in line with the net in Regulation 4.3.2.2. In my view, any notching to the positioning of officiates is unacceptable; it merely allows players to find ways of bending the rules.

Comment

1. We have always thought that a trial ought to be carried out to see whether standing for doubles makes it any easier for seeing whether the ball bounces in the correct court or not. The suggested solution, although proposed on a voluntary basis for one season many years ago, received such little publicity and attention that it was assumed that the players were happy with the status quo. What is your opinion on the value of another trial?

2. This contains some interesting suggestions that we hope some people may wish to comment on.

Pen-Picture

This month's pen-picture is of Heather Masters, another of our lady International Umpires.

Table tennis has been a part of Heather's life for over 40 years, starting at a youth club in Reading. She has played league, town and county T.T. for both Oxfordshire and Berkshire, and then league T.T. in Yorkshire for 7 years, making 30 seasons in all.

She started umpiring in 1972 and when she passed the International Umpire exam Heathcote and husband John became our first husband and wife umpiring team at the top level. John umpired the men's singles final in the 1977 'worlds' in Birmingham.

After leaving school, Heather worked for an insurance company, where she met John who was her boss. They were married in 1961. When not engaged in T.T. Heathcote has worked as a laboratory technician for the National Institute for Research in Dairy; as a biology technician at Newbury Chris Grammar School, and after moving to Yorkshire, again as a laboratory technician, for the International Wool Secretariat.

Now retired, she helps with the local meals-on-wheels service.

Heather has a son and a daughter, and two grandchildren, which keeps her busy with her real passion - knitting, as anyone can observe (and hear) at T.T. tournaments when she is not actually umpiring.
**Diamond Jubilee**

I read with interest on Page 4 of the MAY/JUNE issue of Table Tennis News the 6th Anniversary of the North Middlesex League, and I write to inform you that in the Huddersfield League we will also be celebrating our Diamond Jubilee this year.

As one means of celebration we propose to organise a Special Knock Out Tournament in the second half of the coming season, with all clubs taking part. We have already obtained a sponsor for the event, and the final details of the competition have yet to be arranged.

Over the past few years in common with some other Leagues, we have suffered a decline in membership, but last season I am pleased to be able to report an increase in membership, our total now being up to 68 members. This was particularly gratifying as the increase was in the younger membership of players, largely brought about by the efforts of our Development Officer (Ray Burch), since appointed in a similar position with Yorkshire and Humberside by the ETTA, assisted by our Coach (David Wood) and our Secretary (John Vaughan).

In the history of the League, we are proud that we have produced two England Internationals, in the early 1960's, Raymond Hockell played a few games at his level, and more recently and currently in the International set up in Michael O'Driscoll.

On a personal note I have been connected with the League all of its 60 years, having played in the very first games back in 1932, and continuing to play, (except for the war years) until 1984. For the past 14 years I have had the honour of serving as Chairman of the League. For that record I must say I have enjoyed table tennis immensely, and close by wishing the sport every success in the future.

Stanley Priestley
Chairman Huddersfield T.T.L.

**Partnership**

Alan Reesmoen TT News April) writes that the pairing of O'Driscoll and Peain in doubles "had not worked out..."

In fact, it worked out very well, not least because left-hander/right-hander combinations are far more effective at international level.

What broke up the partnership was Michael's reported wish to concentrate on his studies and give international table tennis a miss.

Carl, on his side, was more than happy with the partnership both in personal and playing terms. The latter had included a win against the 1986 world champions Rosskopf and Fetzner on their own soil which held out the highest hopes for the future.

John Peain
T.T. of Wight

**Money Talks**

Of the few delegates who bothered to attend the British League Annual Conference many went home somewhat disillusioned. Much of the discussion centred around the top clubs in the Premier (where the money is), while other clubs struggled to make any impact on the proceedings.

In 1982/83 teams in Division 1 South are again faced with trying to warrant a place in play NFD Grove III with no satisfactory response being given to the question of their eligibility to that Division. However 3rd division teams have been shuffled to more accurately reflect their divisional title and thereby reduce the travelling costs for some of the "poorest" clubs in the League.

A number of Division 3 South delegates tried to explain the difficulties in obtaining qualified umpires, particularly in the London area where they seem to be thinly spread - only to be invited to withdraw their teams from the League if they could not comply with the regulation! What a development policy!

I welcome the proposals to introduce a Veterans British League and to a lesser extent a Junior British League. I hope that their divisions will be treated with greater equality.

Mike Lovelere
Camberwell, London

**European dream!**

I would like to express my warmest congratulations towards our top three most outstanding junior girls Yorkshire Sally Metcalfe, Katie Goodall and Essex Linda Redford.

During the season all three have improved beyond our expectations and are continually improving to gain the highest standard of play. Currently rated at 5, 6, 7 on the senior women's ranking list this proves their performances. They're even frightening the four at the top! may be a lowly ranked male competitor but I do believe that these three girls could create major upsets in the European Junior Championships.

Mike Lovelere
Camberwell, London

Good luck to Sally, Kate and Linda bring back a few medals for us, girls! - James Slack
(Sadly, they didn't create the major upsets that you predicted, James, just a European dream! - Editor)

**Please Note**

We would like to make it clear that Table Tennis News does not necessarily agree with the views made by those correspondents whose letters are published in Mailbox. You believe that are NOT abusive or libellous are always welcome as are replies.

Only those whose names and addresses are supplied for publication will in the future be considered.

---

**TUESDAY OCTOBER 8th**

**EUROPEAN WOMENS LEAGUE**

**SUPER DIVISION**

**ENGLAND v GERMANY**

at Spa Complex, Scarborough

7p.m. - Tickets: John Caton

Tel: 0723 360939

---

**TUESDAY OCTOBER 13th**

**JOOLA MEN'S EUROPEAN LEAGUE**

**SUPER DIVISION**

**ENGLAND v BELGIUM**

at Newton Aycliffe Leisure Centre

7p.m. - Tickets: Keith Wilson

Tel: 0325 354249

Supported by: Sedgfield District Council
LION SPOT THE DIFFERENCE

THE first three correct entries drawn from the hat will win, 1st a Lion insulated bat case, 2nd a Lion bat case and 3rd a box of Lion 3 star balls.

All entries must be received by 16th September 1992 addressed to Bethan Davies at Hastings (Editor's decision is final).

In this issue's 'Lion Spot the Difference' competition you are required to circle with a pen the 10 deliberate differences in Cartoon B.

Below are the lucky winners in the May/June 1992 competition:

1st: Thiet Phuong Trinh, 16 Birkland Avenue, Nottingham.
2nd: Laurie Laken, 28 Cahir Street, London.
3rd: M.P. Hillier, 19 Lupin Way, Clacton, Essex.

SOUTH WEST REGION
by Alf Pepperd

BY the time that this appears in print the newly formed South West Committee should have published their Regional plan for action in the not too distant future, several meetings have been held during the summer months - under the chairmanship of Leslie Bridges from Bridgwater Somerset.

Melanie Casey, Somerset's No.1 Lady player has recently acquired a B.A. Degree in Human Movement Studies, this was achieved by virtue of a lot of hard work and study by Melanie at Cardiff University.

I understand that Mel has recently celebrated this success by taking a recent well earned holiday in Greece - she will shortly, by taking part in the World student games, which are being held in Leiden, Netherlands in September - best of luck Mel.

Jeremy Williams, reports from far flung Cornwall, that last seasons Annual Presentations evening was a resounding success, apart from numbers being slightly reduced at the Dinner - Falmouth Docks, Lanner, People's Palace, Redruth Highway, St. Ives and Tuoro were all very well represented.

I understand, that two youngsters Jonathan Pocock from Cambourne and Wayne Vincent of Helston Goolph, have improved by leaps and bounds - this recent season, in recognition, both were duly awarded, with Pocock winning the Junior Player of the Year award, and Vincent the Most Improved Player of the Year award, well done lads.

Cheltenham St. Andrews, Gloucestershire's sole team in the British League, have gained promotion from last years Div. 2c South East, to the 1st Div. North. Congratulations.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

M & G PENIEL 5 STAR TOURNAMENT
Sat & Sun 12 & 13th September 1992
Brentwood Leisure Centre
including International Team Event
£5225 Prize Money
Contact: Ruth Clemison 0277 374036

STAMCO SUSSEX OPEN 2 STAR TOURNAMENT
10th & 11th October 1992
HASTINGS SPORTS CENTRE
Bohemia Road, Hastings
Closing date for entries 17th September

COTSWOLD JUNIOR TWO STAR SELECT
At Cheltenham Recreation Centre on
Sat/Sun January 30/31st 1993 - Please note changed venue
16 Tables - 10 Events (Girl and Boy Junior, Cadet and Under 12)
Closing date for entries: Monday 21st December 1992
Organiser: Jack Reeves, 21 Martindale Road, Churchdown, Gloucester. GL3 2DR. Tel: (0452) 713840.